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N OT YO U R FATH E R’S CH A RT
INTRODUCTION

In my first undergraduate experience I was required to take
classes in history as part of the core requirements for a liberal
arts program. It was a subject I did not appreciate at the time.
Historians take the facts that are available for a person or
place and weave them together with insight into motivations
of the players and the forces at work, such things that may not
even have been known as influences in the actual situation, to
produce a plausible explanation of the events that unfolded as
we now know they did. To my unenlightened mind, history
was instead a much more bland collection of facts, to be
memorized if one wanted to
be an historian.
What a change it was later
on when I started to look
seriously at a history that
was about people who,
unlike the figures in my
history lectures, had a
much more direct connection to me: my ancestors.
This newfound respect for
historical research came out
of an interest in genealogy
that began because of a
social studies project I was
assigned in the 5th grade.
This project was to make a
family tree (figure 1).
6

It is said that genealogy “begins as an interest, continues as an
avocation, takes over as an obsession, and in its final stage is
an incurable disease.”1 This progression describes the experience of many genealogists. Genealogy, from the Greek genos
meaning “family” and logos literally “word” or as combined “a
word about” or “the study of,” is the science of family relationships. In a minimal sense it is tracing one’s lineage through
parents and grandparents to establish a pedigree. In actual
practice it encompasses much more that that.

fig. 1. A remastered version of my first family
tree.

The recounting of ancestors
has its first existence as an
oral tradition. A knowledge
of family connections
demonstrated one’s membership in a tribe or clan.
These accounts were later
written down. Perhaps the
most widely known in the
Western world is the genealogy of Christ recorded in the
Bible, one of several in that
collection of books. There
are two versions, an account
showing descendants from
Abraham in Matthew (Mt
1:1-17), and from Adam in
Luke (Lk 3:23-38), which
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reflect the original audiences of these works, Jewish Christian
and the broader Gentile Christian communities, respectfully.
These are far from the only written genealogies, as they can
be found in most cultures. Those with Chinese or Korean
heritage are familiar with the existence of family record books
(Chinese jiapu, Korean jokbo) which may contain hundreds of
thousands of names (or more).2 These records were a way of
honoring ancestors recorded therein, or of learning from their
mistakes. Until relatively recently in Korea, they also determined which persons could validly marry, a kind of check
against consangunity, only much more extensive than what
was required in the West.
Written genealogies in the European world were first composed in the medieval age to lay claim to fiefs. Some examples
of these accounts appear as early as the 11th century. Feudal
benefits were passed on by inheritance, and so proving one’s
claim was key to gaining social and economic stability.3 The
more prestigious the line, or lineage,
the better the claim:
Written above all to exalt a line and legitimize its power, a
medieval genealogy displays a family’s intention to affirm and
extend its place in political life. As genealogies were amplified in the course of the twelfth century, pushing out in every
direction, filling in each sequence with more detail, adding
names of younger sons, daughters, and ancestors not previously
mentioned, the profile of the family tree became a skeleton
of aristocratic society, revealing the multiple threads which
crossed and recrossed, binding regional nobilities into ever
more integrated congeries of family relations.4

Genealogies were biographies that ordered the accounting of
history.5
These medieval structures eventually consolidated themselves
and the accounting of lineage was effectively transferred to
the nobility. “Even into the nineteenth century, genealogy
is unquestioningly reserved for the histories of noble lines,
for example in Pierer’s Universal-Lexikon of 1840, in which
genealogy is defined as the ‘science of the origin, lineage and
kinship of noble families’. ”6 Accounts of the rising mercantile
middle class were also kept, though they achieved lesser
prominence.7
Genealogy picked up some popular interest in the 19th
century, it no longer being the exclusive possession of royalty,8
and with increased participation in genealogical and historical
societies. More recently, the TV adaptation of Alex Haley’s
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novel Roots sparked a popular interest in genealogy in the
United States in the late 1970s.9 The advent of the personal
computer and its increasing use for genealogical record keeping over the next couple decades fueled the growing practice
of doing genealogy. Software has progressed from the clunkiness of text-based interfaces to that of graphical user interfaces, raw processing power has increased, as well as the space
needed to store digitized files. It is vastly easier to get information in the form of multimedia both in and out of computers.
For output as well, printing is relatively cheap while being at
the same time of high resolution and quality, one of the fruits
of desktop publishing introduced in the mid 1980s. Even
printing processes that still rely on expensive equipment, such
as large format printing, are generally accessible through
service bureaus, print shops and the like. These realities fuel
the publication of records, personal histories and charts.
In the present day, the pervasiveness of the Internet combined
with easy access to digitized and indexed records online have
continued to cement genealogy’s popularity. Of note in the
media are two recently produced TV series, Who Do You
Think You Are?, a BBC production which has gone through
multiple seasons including international extensions since its
debut in 2004, and Faces of America produced in 2010 by PBS,
both of which enjoyed good viewership.10 These more recent
programs are capitalizing on an existing interest as much as
fostering new fascination.
It must be said, popularity is hard to measure. While one
can try to extrapolate actual interest by gauging the number
of online searches for genealogy websites, for most people it
remains a hobby not an occupation. Dick Eastman, himself
the producer of a widely read online genealogy newsletter,
has pointed out some of the problems with how genealogy’s
popularity is measured.11 While it may not have the numbers
or dedication of other popular interests, the barriers to entry
are continually being lowered. The fact that companies such
as Ancestry.com are consistently expanding their services is
indicative that the interest is not insignificant.
Beyond media attention, why else does genealogy continue
to attract popular interest? For some it is the lure of discovering that they are connected to someone famous, a possibility
promoted by more than one online genealogy company. Such
a discovery promises a vicarious new existence for otherwise
mundane lives. Someone may engage in genealogical research
to settle a question of paternity, although proving the line
may only yield alimony which is not quite the untold riches

of a fairytale inheritance. This is helped in recent years with
the advent of DNA testing, and a subset of the field, “genetic
genealogy,” takes these developments into account.
Still, for many, genealogy is not guided by these concerns.
Research into one’s family history may be sparked by
discovering old photographs or correspondence, or by the
experience of talking with a grandparent or older relative. It
is undertaken out of curiosity for the past that somehow is
responsible for this person’s own existence in the present. It
is a curiosity that arises because this history is not just about
life in general, but that of my relatives, and therefore my life,
my history. Genealogy understood as a doorway to selfdiscovery. Raymond Wright echoes this idea in his handbook
of genealogy:
Knowing our ancestors and the turning points and other
events in their lives links us up to our familial past and
provides models for our
lives. Knowledge of family
history reminds us that the
world was and is made up
of people and institutions
that influence each other.
The decisions of forebears
affected their world and
ours. In some ways progenitors become prophets to
their descendants. Their
lives warn us away from
disaster and point the direction to success and even
happiness. We learn from
their successes and failures,
and we are inspired by their
courage. …

GENESIS

It was the year after my father died that I made a visit to my
family in Michigan. I didn’t grow up in Michigan. My parents
moved there after 17 years of living in Duluth, Minnesota.
Since the children had all moved out they sold the two-story
house and started retirement in a brand new double-wide
trailer home. It was retirement only in a sense, as two of my
sisters and their young kids were often there which necessitated securing all cabinet doors and low-lying objects.
My dad was a handyman. He had amassed a hardware
shop’s worth of tools which covered the perfboard wall of
the basement in our house in Duluth, tools which I thought
had all been sold when my parents made the move. The drill
press and table saw did not make the trip, nor did the bins of
spare parts, but many other things from the shop did, taking
up new residence in a small shed at the top of the driveway
where he continued to fix and make things. He had worked for
Sears doing small engine repair on site as part of their home
service program.
Now that the shock of my
father’s passing had eased a
bit (he died of cancer about
a month after diagnosis), we
could clear out things that
were no longer needed and
entrust his personal effects
to his kids and grandkids.
The grandsons all had their
own stories of what he
had promised would be
theirs one day, proving that
inheritance is always a messy
business.

fig. 2. My first family tree rediscovered in

The process of digging

through the closets and
… Maybe we can see our
2007, marked up with later research.
their boxes yielded some
ancestors’ lives better
other things. Since I had
than they could close up.
gone off to religious life right after college, my personal garage
Perhaps by comparing our lives with theirs we
sale happened even earlier. But here in the closet some things
see more clearly who we are and what
survived. One of these was the family tree that I had produced
we may become.12
Genealogy presents itself as a puzzle, a challenge, one that
many people take up innocently at first, but that also reveals
itself in multiplicity, as a puzzles in a puzzle, until it fills
several file cabinets in the basement.

in 5th grade for Mrs. Lasher’s social studies class (figure 2). My
mother told me she didn’t have the heart to throw it out. There
was otherwise no reason to save it. It was originally drawn in
pencil which was then crudely traced with felt tip marker on a
piece of white posterboard; simply names and lines connecting families. There was no overall symmetry to it. I didn’t even
9

include last names. In the intervening
years I had returned to this family tree
and covered it over again with notes
and corrections as I took up again and
again this project of tracing out the connections between all my relatives. Then
it was folded over several times (quite
possibly by me) to fit in storage.
Some people in the class had it easy.
Their grandparents lived in town, and
this project was little more than making
the usual visit and asking some questions. My grandparents lived in Chicago
which meant writing for more information (long distance calling was ruled too
expensive; that, or my mother wanted
me to practice my writing, which I
highly disliked). For my mother’s side,
Grandma Ann recounted German,
English and Irish relatives. For my
father’s side Grandma Helen (and her
virtual twin sister, Aunt Marge, in an
additional communication) recounted a
German, Irish and Polish ancestry. With
their help I was able to get a few lines
back to the great-grandparent level,
which I don’t think anyone else in the
class managed to do.
It is this chart I had to create that first
captured my interest in genealogy. The
letters (including the ones I was forced
to write, which I still have) and family
albums later fueled it, but before I knew
I had any interest in graphic design,
there was the chart.
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CHARTS OF HISTORY

Family trees, as genealogical charts are
often called, were not originally trees
but diagrams meant to accompany
and illustrate a text, thus aiding in its
memorization. Christiane KlapsichZuber gives this description:
[G]enealogical diagrams are no different from other mnemonic techniques
which try to fix in the mind, by means
of spatial imagery, the links between
related or derived concepts, those
between the elements constituting a
whole, or those between the levels of
an hierarchy. Unlike the traditional
diagrams of medieval teaching, these
new diagrams brought a whole new
dimension to one’s knowledge of the
world and, I would add, to one’s graphic
understanding of it: they introduce
a temporal ordering and a sense of
continuity by means of the ribbon of
lines running from one generation to
another.13

She refers to the work of a 16th century
genealogist, Scipione Ammirato, who
recorded instances of the three main
models used to explain lineage graphically.14 The first is simply an ordering of
names by generation with connections
made by wavy lines (figure 3). This
probably represents the oldest type of
diagram though actual examples from
antiquity are not extant. It was meant to
accompany a full description in the text.

fig. 3. (above, left) Genealogy of the
Florentine family Mannelli, with names
connected by lines.
fig. 4. (above) Genealogy of the Roman
family Colonna, with names in medallions.
fig. 5. (above, right) Genealogical tree of the
Medici dukes of Urbino, with names worked
into the image of a tree.

The second type of chart placed the
names in medallions or substituted
portraits for the names (figure 4). The
medallions are still connected with a
variety of lines to show connections via
marriages and to descendants.15
The third type of diagram places the
oldest generations at the bottom and
the most recent at the top. This model
takes on the visual qualities of an actual
tree by adding everything from roots to
leaves (figure 5 ▶). Its form is tied to the
emergence of the Jesse Tree in medieval
art, a visual illustration of the genealogy
of Christ.
There is a struggle which reveals itself
in historical development of these
diagrams as the imagery of the tree
gradually took hold. The original direction of the chart is from top to bottom.
As a diagram meant to accompany a
text it followed the same order, speaking about the chronologically oldest, the
ancestor, first, then of his descendants.

The very term “descend” indicates
coming below or after. The top-down
order also fits with the idea that the
ancestor was the highest and most
glorious; what came after is less prestigious, even “deteriorated.”16 This is the
paradigm that was widely assumed in
linguistics: There was an original pure
language that was fractured at Babel (to
borrow the Scriptural reference, though
linguists are not beholden to it as an
historical event), and language since
that time has continually divided.17 So
we refer to a mother tongue, and from
her daughter tongues. Early cosmology
posited the idea of emanations of being,
from the divine, through demigods and
humans, through animals and plants,
down to the barest of matter itself. It
was not unknown for a lineage to subtly
push back its line to a more illustrious
ancestor to give it a greater weight in
temporal affairs.18
The problem with using a tree as the
organizing image is that it grows in
the opposite way, from roots in the
ground up to the sky. Things above in
the heavens were seen as the source of
perfection. To follow the logic of the
tree, the illustrious ancestor would
have to be placed in the least illustrious
position. With these diagrams beholden
to accompany the textual account of the
lineage, they could not be true to the
image of the tree and at the same time

fig. 7. (above) A Jesse tree at Dorchester
which combines carved stone tracery and
stained glass. Jesse reclines at the bottom
center.

of children, its continuity as one living
object — but the conflict remained with
its basic upwards-moving logic.

fig. 6. (above) Jesse Tree window, Chartres
Cathedral.

be faithful as a symbol of the text. “[A]
full use of the tree metaphor… would
have called for an autonomous image
rather than one merely providing
ancillary support for the text.”19 Other
qualities of the tree were desirable
vehicles for communication — the
flourishing of its branches like the
growth of a family through generations

The development of the Jesse Tree
provided a solution. This image taken
from the prophecy of Isaiah (Is. 11:1ff)
is found in the 12th century in a stained
glass window at Suger’s St. Denis and
from there recreated most famously in
a window at Chartres (figure 6). The
scriptural account begins: “There shall
come forth a shoot from the stump of
Jesse, and and a branch shall grow out
of his roots.”20 The text is transferred
to image quite literally, even as far
as the tree growing from the belly
of Jesse himself who reclines at the
base (figure 7). The tree then spreads
outwards and upwards, with figures
from Matthew’s genealogy placed at the
branching points, and in medallions
placed throughout along the branches
illuminations of other scriptural texts.
At the top of the tree, at its pinnacle is
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Christ, or Mary holding Christ, which development was incorporated rapidly. The presence of other trees of significance in
Scripture, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and the
tree of life in the Garden, the new tree of life which is understood to be the cross of the crucifixion, even the mention of
Christ himself as the vine and his disciples as the branches,
only added more theological weight to the visual argument.
The development of the Jesse Tree at this time in history was
a visual, didactic response to the rise of dualist heresies such
as held by the Cathars. In his analysis of an elaborate sculptural Jesse Tree at Orvieto and the examples derived from it,
Michael D. Taylor writes:
The importance of the doctrine of the incarnation for the
validity of sacrifice and redemption, for the efficacy of the
sacrament, and for continuity of the
biblical testaments suggests the crucial
religious significance of the Tree of
Jesse. As an image it demonstrates that
Christ was “according to the flesh the
offspring of David” by the series of
ancestors from Jesse and David through
the Virgin to Christ. Even the simpler
Jesse Trees like that at Chartres supplement this with prophets who display
excerpts from their writings affirming
Christ’s humanity and His descent from
the kings of the Old Testament.21

And yet, it is unarguable for a Christian
that Christ deserves the most honored
spot. Until the advent of the Jesse Tree
this meant the base of the genealogical
diagram as its source. Here Christ is
placed in the heavens, which drives
home an eschatological point about
his role as the ultimate perfection of
humanity, the salvation towards which
all Christians are striving.

There are a few other historical uses of the tree metaphor in
genealogical schemas that are important, if not as a direct
influence on modern genealogical charts then as demonstrating how the tree metaphor has been handled. Sigrid Weigel
examines these in more philosophical
depth in her article on genealogy. We
will look at them briefly here.

fig. 8. (above) Diderot’s table showing
human knowledge laid out in broad
categories.

This powerful image of the tree then
exerts its influence on more secular
trees, resulting in an “iconographic stammering”22 as the
symbolic meanings resolve themselves. For some genealogies this means adopting aspects of the visual, adorning
the structure with the likeness of branches and leaves. In
12

others, the genealogy becomes an upside-down tree, a homo
arbor conversa, its prime ancestor sprouting roots that reach
into the heavens to draw nourishment from divine light.23
Eventually the theological meaning fades and the use of a tree
is secularized. Klapsich-Zuber notes that by the 16th century,
as exemplified in the secular genealogies of the Emporer
Maximillian, “messianic or eschatological hopes have already
been transformed into simple dynastic projections, such as
those that many lesser families will in turn be able to adopt
after 1550.”24 This lays the basic foundation for the modern
family tree.

The first example concerns the
introduction to the Encyclopédie, ou
dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des
arts et des métiers, a version of the
encyclopedia that was the result of
the Enlightenment, edited by Jean
d’Alembert and Denis Diderot. Diderot
provides a diagram at the beginning of
the encyclopedia (figure 8) which shows
its knowledge organized under three
general categories, themselves adopted
from Francis Bacon: Memory (History),
Reason (Philosophy) and Imagination
(or Art). “Leaving behind the alternative of the ascending or descending tree,
derivation is here projected into the
horizontal plane. As a graphic schema,
the Systême figuré is thus a hybrid figure,
to the extent that it presents a mixture
of the figures of the register and the
genealogical tree.”25

Some decades later in 1772, a German, Fréderic Guillaume
Roth, would take this table and recast it in the form of a tree
(figure 9 ▶), which symbolic baggage was but one part of the
old systems of knowledge that Enlightenment authors were

fig. 9. (below) Diderot’s schema as reimagined by F.G. Roth – a literal tree of
knowledge.

fig. 10. (above, left) Darwin’s evolutionary
tree from the Origin of Species.

happy to get away from. The crucial
point here is that the conversion is little
more than the arrangment of blocks of
text in a series of cactus-like medallions
overlaid on a pictoral tree. The words
themselves are not symbolized; it is not
iconographic. It is a half measure. The
tree is hardly necessary.
Another genealogical use of the tree
is noted in the work of Ernst Haeckel.
Haeckel was a German zoologist and
lecturer. He produced incredibly
detailed illustrations of natural forms,
both macro- and microscopic. He was
also an early popularizer of the evolutionary theories of Charles Darwin.
Darwin included in his Origin of Species
but one diagram illustrating the evolutionary process of natural selection. It is
a bare sketch, oriented vertically (figure 10). The oldest layers,
whose inhabitants have gone extinct, are on the bottom, and
the most recent lines, which represent currently living species,
the most fit survivors, are on top, which retains the idea of a
certain superiority at the most recent generation. However,
this is now of the natural order, not the supernatural as we had
in the Jesse Tree.
Haeckel produced a series of tree diagrams, stammbaüme, to
explain Darwin’s theories in his books Generelle Morphologie
and Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte (figure 11). Jane Oppen
heimer notes that these “pictoral figures… represented not
evolutionary trees but stylized bushes — nothing having any
counterpart in nature. … [of another illustration:] it is difficult

fig. 11. (above, right) Ernst Haeckel’s somewhat imaginative re-presentation of plant
species derivation.

to know what it really signifies because
it resembles no natural growth on
this planet.”26 She also points out that
“Haeckel was an artist of sorts, and had
he wished to draw a less diagrammatic
tree, his abilities would have permitted
him to do so.”27 These pseudotrees had
little to do with actual data and were
more of an “artist’s conception.” In fact,
even his drawings of actual organisms
were subject at times to inaccuracies
following from his preconceptions
about the workings of biology.28
The image that breaks away from any
possibility of being a scientific diagram
is his Pedigree of Man (figure 12 ▶)
which appears in his book Anthopogenie.
Oppenheimer writes:
The tree is not imaginary. It is shown
in a drawing, in full three-dimensional
perspective, of a real tree, so real that
it can be classified taxonomically. It
is a Quercus robur, an unmistakable
European oak, gnarls and all.29

It is unscientific, and yet has great
appeal. For Weigel, “the iconography
here has the task of bridging points
of obscurity or gaps in the scientific
explanation, and of concealing these in
a unified picture or rather, in a picture
of the unity and completeness of the
model.”30 The tree metaphor hides the
fact that we don’t know.
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On a continuing biological note,
we find diagrammatic trees of
a more rigorous bent in the
field of systematics which is “the
scientific study of the kinds and
diversity of organisms and of
any and all relationships among
them,” including taxonomy
which is specifically concerned
with how things are classified.31
Carrolus Linnaeus’ system
of binomial nomenclature
which he developed in the 18th
century was taxonomy’s start.
It was originally conceived as a
hierarchy of six levels (Kingdom,
Class, Order, Genus, Species,
Variety), but since that time
has had to expand to efficiently
accomodate a somewhat higher
number of distinct species than
first planned.32
Tree diagrams can be made showing the relationships between
species. Taxonomical division, like
Diderot’s table, implies genealogical

relationships. One such example is
the “Mammal Supertree” by Kate
Jones (figure 13).33 Depending on
which school of classification one
ascribes to (phenetics, cladistics,
or evolutionary taxonomy),34
the grouping will differ as will
the kind of information the line
lengths and spacings represent: a
measure of evolutionary change,
an estimated timeline of divergence, etc. The point is that the
diagram is not homonogenous
in structure for the sake of visual
pleasantries. Data directs the form
whether it is convenient or not.

fig. 12. (above) Haeckel’s Family Tree of Man,
the grand scheme of evolution as a giant oak.
fig. 13. (below) Mammal Supertree by Kate
Jones, showing the divergence of mammal
species over time.

Genealogical trees are used in
modern medicine to diagnose
genetic and psychological illnesses.
The genogram is a highly symbolic
look at members of a family. Persons
are noted as squares (male) or circles
(female) (figure 14 ▶). The quality of the
line between persons shows not just
marriage and descendant relationships
but different physical or psychological

fig. 14. (above) Genograms focus on certain
types of information related to medical and
psychological conditions that are at least
partially caused by family relationships.

connections. Textual notes summarize
pertinent medical information not
symbolized. From these the pattern of
familial causes of illness can be seen
and addressed. While these kind of
diagrams are effective for their medical
purposes, persons may just as well be
noted as case numbers. There is a certain impersonalization of the tree which
is perhaps reflected in the impoverished
feel of minimalist genealogical charts.

fig. 15. Pedigree of Michael McDonough, produced with Family Tree Builder 5.

THE STANDARD CHART

From this background we have the
emergence of the modern genealogical
chart and its associations with the tree
metaphor. Like the diagrams of the
middle ages, these charts are first and
foremost working charts, meant to be
an aid in the research of the genealogist.
The symbolic significance of movement
in the vertical direction (whether up or
down) which caused such turmoil in
the genesis of the genealogical diagram
as tree is largely lost, or if sensed,
quickly dismissed. Direction is now as
convenient, e.g. what fits the paper the
chart will be created or printed on.
Most charts assume one of a few basic
forms with only minor or cosmetic
alterations. The most common is the
pedigree, from the French for “crane’s
foot” which refered to the shape of the
lines connecting the persons in older
charts. This is what most people consider a family tree. It displays a person
and their direct ancestors, usually to

14

three or four generations (figure 15). A
descendant tree takes a progenitor and
works out all their descendants. Unlike
pedigrees which increase in size by a
power of two each generation back,
descendant trees tend to have more
variable numbers of persons in each
generation (figure 16 ▶). Spouses not
directly related to the progenitor of the
chart may or may not be included. An
hourglass is a type of chart that centers
around a couple, tracing to one side
ancestors and to the other descendants
(figure 17 ▶). A box chart is intended to
maximize the use of space on a page
to show a person, their spouse, their
children and a few generations of their
pedigree (figure 18 ▶).
As mentioned, the direction of the chart
is usually not of philosophical concern.
Charts are organized by generation, in
rows or columns. To aid research there
are a variety of numbering schemes that
have been developed to keep track of
15

fig. 16 (top). Descendant chart of Thomas
McDonough, produced with GEDitCOM II.
fig. 17 (top middle). Hourglass chart
centered on Edward McDonough, produced
with Family Tree Builder 5.
fig. 18 (bottom middle). A fill-in box chart,
by Misbach Enterprises.
fig. 19 (bottom). A fill-in bowtie chart, by
Misbach Enterprises.

records (which was more of a concern before the computerization of record-keeping).35
Charts also take other forms. A bowtie chart separates the
parents and their ancestors to either side of the chart space
(figure 19). Designs mapping the rows of generations to a
polar rather than a rectangular grid give a more natural feel
to the arrangement. R.H. Chapman patented a “Genealogical
Skeleton Chart” in 1899 (figure 20 ▶) which would be called
a radial (circular) or fan chart today (figure 21 ▶).36 Norman
C. Gray had a similar idea patented in 1913 only instead of
being a flat display on paper, the fan chart was an actual fan: a
connected series of triangular segments that could be folded
to focus on the research of a particular line (figure 22 ▶).37 It
included space for names, dates and a variety of other pieces
of information which a genealogist would be likely to encounter. These fan charts were for recording
pedigrees, but the polar coordinate
mapping has been applied to the other
kinds of charts here mentioned, more
for visual effect than practical need.
The most simple chart will include just
names, although it is common to have
dates for birth-marriage-death (BMD)
events. If known, place information for
these events may be added, or other
notable events such as immigration. A
photographic portrait is a common
inclusion. In the opinion of Weigel, it was the advent of photography that allowed individuals to create their own symbolic
systems in reaction to the impersonal nature of scientific
genealogies:
Precisely the portrait makes it possible for the family tree to be
annexed for the privatisation of genealogy, which occurred in
the nineteenth century as research into family roots became
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fig. 20 (left). An early patent for a genealogical chart using a radial arrangement by R.H.
Chapman.

fig. 22 (bottom left). A patent for a genealogical chart that was an actual fan by N.C.
Gray.

fig. 21 (below, middle). A fan chart of the
ancestors of Michael McDonough, with
color coding by branches, produced
by Legacy Charting Companion (for
Legacy 7.6).

fig. 23 (top right). A carved heraldic gravestone of Duke Ulrich, Elisabeth of Denmark
and Anna of Pommerania, 1587.

popular. In the context of a media history under the sign of
the mechanical reproduction of the arts, the painted portrait is
simply replaced by the photograph.38

Historically, the portrait was a painted or sculpted reality,
although heraldic arms were also commonplace (figure 23).39
The ease and low cost of a photograph displaced those
representations.
Charts can be created in a number of ways. There is always
the option to draw them out by hand, or to give it to the more
steady hand of a calligrapher or artist. A preprinted form can
be a solution, though they are less sucessful dealing with the
variable numbers of descendants. Chartmaking can also be
automated on the computer.
Computerization yields mixed results for charting. General
purpose programs, such as Microsoft Excel for databases or
Microsoft Word for word processing, tend to yield general
purpose results. This is not to say they couldn’t be bent to
the will of an expert user, but most users are not at that level,
meaning a database program will usually produce a databaselike print. It is simply the wrong tool for the job. Much
better suited to the task are programs specifically suited for
design tasks, such as Adobe Illustrator or Quark Xpress. The
obstacles here to use by the general public are program cost
and the technical skill needed to make use of these programs’
capabilities effectively.
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Most people will find the best results
for both genealogical record-keeping
and chartmaking are with a program
dedicated to doing genealogical
work, of which there are many viable
options.40 There are a number of online
services which provide a comparable
comprehensive feature set including the
ability to create charts from the data
and to have them printed.41
Present printing technology allows
charts to be printed at a reasonable cost,
at just about any size. Most dedicated
programs are able to accomodate the
ubiquitous letter-size page, either by
adjusting spacing parameters to “make
it fit” or by spreading the tree across
tiles which can be reassembled later.
The value of a large chart is twofold. It is
helpful for a researcher to have a single
overview of all the persons in their
research and see their basic connections.
Large charts are also useful for events
like family reunions to allow many
people to examine the information at

once. While a chart of such size has
a certain impressiveness in itself, I
suspect most people do not have that
kind of wall space to make it a object
for display in the home.
Charts arise in the process of doing
research. They have a decidedly
utilitarian origin. And yet they have
become, in a sense, the public face of
genealogy. They are the means whereby
the work a genealogist has done gets
presented to the world. Far more than
scholarly articles in limited membership genealogical societies, charts have
greater exposure. The reality of online
collaboration means that information,
ongoing research, is constantly shared,
but charts are a natural collation if not
an endpoint to the research process.
This does not necessarily imply an
object of immense size. It may be commensurate with a hobbyist-level amount
of research. But genealogists show a
concern to display their work in the
form of a good-looking chart.

THE PROBLEM WITH CHARTS

As objects for display, there is a transition from the original purpose of the
chart as an object of utility. This can be
in two ways. The first is with respect
to the design of charts, the second
concerns their aspiration to become art.

CHART AS DESIGN

At its most fundamental level, there is
no difference in the design of a chart
for display and the design of the same
chart as a tool in research. True to their
original conception, genealogical charts
are diagrams to aid in understanding a
text, here the textual notes of research.
One could simultaneously classify them
as analytical data displays in the sense
that Edward Tufte speaks of, displays
that help the genealogist reason about
the bits of proof of a person’s existence
and come to the right conclusions.42 At
this level then, the qualities of a chart
made for display, which helps one
reason correctly, should not be foreign
to the chart made expressly for utility.
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fig. 24 (left). A fill-in pedigree by Misbach Enterprises. Note how the
oldest generation only has room to note the name and birthdate.
fig. 25 (above). Descendant chart of Andrej Czarny (partially shown).
The close spacing of boxes and lines on this descendant chart makes
it difficult to follow the connections.
fig. 26 (below). Family Tree Maker 2011 allows “squished” as a preset
option. Some settings can solve line length problems, others create
them. Manual adjustment is often necessary.

Contrariwise, truly useful charts should
make for the clearest displays.
The usual range of genealogical charts
can be described as instances of data
visualization for how they interrelate
and layer the information, as works of
graphic design (whose principles overlap data visualization and information
design in many respects) particularly in
how it addresses the handling of typography (most charts are highly textual),
and as examples of graph theory in
how the basic underlying structure is
determined. The reasoning task of the
display will determine what things need
to be emphasized.43 I would like to
illustrate a few general design problems
of charts for consideration.
The first is what I would call the box
problem. One method of distinguishing
a block of text (say a person’s name,
birth date and death date) from other
blocks is to enclose it in a box. When

boxes are spaced generously across a page there is no problem.
When they crowd together, as in the older generations of a
pedigree (figure 24), even if the information is simplified by
removing parts of it from display, the proximity of the box
edges to each other set up visual interference as the space
between the boxes becomes its own object (figure 25). This is
the “1 + 1 = 3 or more” phenomenon detailed by Josef Albers.44
Space can be obtained outside the box if the text inside is
more closely constrained, but it reduces the readability of the
text. If the weight of the box’s stroke is thick enough, it may
even overpower the text it is meant to highlight.
In addition, dedicated programs are often able to customize
what items are pulled from the family database and included
on a chart. This may include simple items such as a person’s
occupation, but (at least in theory) could involve nearly the
entirety of the data associated with a record (figure 27 ▶), all
of which depends how far the preset values for chart creation
satisfy the person’s sense of adventure. This unselective
inclusion of data makes for a box that can barely contain the
type, not to mention the contents are likely left at their default
styling, meaning there is no visual hierarchy of the differing
importance of the objects being contained. It becomes a wall
of text not unlike the fanciful illustration that transformed
Diderot’s schema for the Encyclopédie.

The solution involves giving more space between the text and
the inside of the box, reducing the visual prominence of the
box’s stroke width, or even eliminating the box entirely. The
degree to which any of these measures can be implemented
depends on the options available within the applications
that produce charts. In general the selection of options has
increased, but there are still cases where it is better adjusted
directly, in another program suited to the task (e.g. Illustrator).
A second issue is what I call the line problem. This occurs
where a person who has a close relationship to someone else
in their family, between siblings for example, is arranged such
that the line which indicates their relationship is hyperextended. Recall how in evolutionary trees the length or position
of the line itself communicates information about the time
or degree of its divergence from other species. Because of the
strict ordering of genealogical trees by generation some of
these relationships are distorted in a way that makes seeing
the connection the line implies difficult (figure 28 ▶).
Mathematically, the genealogical chart is a kind of graph. The
persons are represented by nodes; the spousal or filial relationships are shown as edges connecting the nodes. Specifically, a
family tree is a directed acyclic graph.45 They are directed in
that the movement from one node to the next only proceeds
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fig. 28 (right). A descendant chart of Andrej
Czarny produced with Family Tree Maker
2011 showing how line lengths can be
distorted with large numbers of children.

in one direction, that is, either forward
in time to the next descendant, or back
in time to the previous ancestor; acyclic
in that when a node branches off it
does not reconnect to another part of
the tree, though it is free to make more
branches.
Because genealogical trees are graphs,
qualities that make good graphs, that
is to say, that reveal the information
effectively, will make good family trees.
Some of these criteria include clustering nodes that share a relationship,
minimizing the length of edges and
the severity of the angles among them,
distributing the nodes evenly to share
the space, among others.46
The solution to the line problem
involves a number of possible

adjustments in line with the criteria
for good graphs that may not have
automated solutions in current applications. An initial algorithm that lays
out members of a class, here siblings,
may space them equally to allow room
for their children and subsequent
generations. Where unused space can
be collapsed the length of the line can
be reduced and the nodes distributed
closer together.
In a very large pedigree, the older
generations tend to pack tightly
together leaving much space between
the persons at the most recent levels.
Some applications’ chart options condense these nodes into the otherwise
blank space enforced by generational
layering, such as Family Tree Maker
(cf. ◀ figure 26). Radial layouts can

compress distribution of sparse younger
generations in a pedigree, or of the
progenitor of a descendant tree, toward
the center, yielding better overall spacing along with a more compact form.
Genealogical trees are generally planar
which notes a graph drawn without the
crossing of lines. In theory, this means
all family trees should be able to be
pictured clearly on two dimensional
surfaces. In actuality, this is not the case.
It is possible to get circular references in
close-knit communities; not “hillbilly”
close, but depending on the scope
of the chart, it may include enough
people where that situation manifests
itself (figure 29).47 Since minimizing
edge crossings makes a graph easier to
follow, and occasionally this cannot be
avoided, giving different visual weight
to the lines can produce a layering effect
preserving clarity.
Early computer-generated charts
suffered from a lack of graphical finesse.
There were few options to customize
the design, and algorithms used to
determine the spacing of elements were
likewise crude. Alexander Cheek took
on this problem in Genealogical History,
which is his family tree (figure 30). He
wrote of his work:

fig. 27. Family Tree Maker 2011 chart
options; (above) “Items To Include” dialog;
(below) “Select Fact” dialog showing just a
selection of possible facts to include.

his research. Another aspect of this work is that it includes
timelines running along both axes to show the place of these
persons in a chronological ordering (figure 31).
This chart shows what can be accomplished with a rather
standard chart format if design principles are properly applied.
In this instance it required the use of design software (Adobe
Illustrator). Dedicated genealogy programs have improved
their laying out of charts, but somewhat like the kerning of
letters, there is a certain level where this cannot be automated
and really must be fine-tuned under a designer’s eye.
The graphical elements available through customization
options can be used in ways that lead to greater clarity in
displays. Type choices can be adjusted to establish a visual
hierarchy in the textual information. Custom borders and line
styles can highlight a direct line or connect persons of interest.
Lightly shaded backgrounds take the place of boxes around
data, and, by tinting them with color, distinguish family lines
from each other. A portrait picture of the person may just take
up space in a working chart, in contrast to a chart for display
at a family reunion where people unfamiliar with the research
and its materials would be helped by having a visual reminder
of the identity of the persons in question.

fig. 29 (above). One example of a
“cousin marriage,” a situation where
the grandson or granddaughter of one
sibling ends up marrying the daughter
or son of a fellow sibling. Given the
relative ages of the persons involved,
this may or may not be improper.
fig. 30 (bottom). Genealogical History
by Alexander Cheek, 10′×3′, full chart.
fig. 31 (below). Magnified section of
Genealogical History, showing the
integrated, horizontal timeline.

Sometimes charts are assumed to be plain or even “ugly”
based on software presets or poor design skills. Thus they are
assumed to need decoration to get up to speed in the aesthetics department (as we shall explore more deeply very soon).
Attention to sound design principles can remedy some of
these false assumptions.

My goal was to create a pleasing and
clear visual display unlike an automatically generated cacophony by one of the
many database programs, and ultimately to make sense of who is related
to whom when names are dropped at
family meetings.48

In addition to the basic person information, Cheek added the person’s
education and occupation, and was
able to include historical notes from
20
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CHART AS ART (?)

Family trees can be well-designed data visualizations that help
genealogists do their work effectively. They also have a visual
and idea-logical appeal that suggests display. But can family
trees be art? Apart from historical instances we can point to
some more recent examples.
Nina Katchadourian is an artist who has used the family tree
as a basis for art. Her work plays on the notion that there are
visual similarities that are passed on in
a lineage and that manifest themselves
in each generation. Airplane Family
Tree (figure 32)applies this concept
to a variety of types of aircraft. They
are arranged as individual portraits
in a standard descendant tree form.
Her later work, Genealogy of the
Supermarket, takes it a step further,

fig. 32 (above, center). Close-up of Airplane
Family Tree, Nina Katchadourian.
fig. 33 (above). Genealogy of the Supermarket,
Nina Katchadourian.
fig. 34 (right). Family Tree, Norman
Rockwell.

now ordering the associations of the figures who promote
consumer products (figure 33). She writes,
Playing on the fantasies of lineage and heritage that these
products themselves already provoke (“My Italian grandmother
made pasta this pasta sauce for me”), the images have been
returned to their metaphorical point of origin.49

The lineages are purely fictional, yet their plausibility is
secured by the realization that we all
have characteristics that are passed on.
Norman Rockwell painted the illustration Family Tree in 1959 for the
cover of the October 24th edition of
the Saturday Evening Post (figure 34).
Although it is self-referential, the family
shown is a fiction. It recapitulates50 in
each generation an archetypical, perhaps stereotypical, image of an inhabitant of America at that time. So there
are colonists from the Revolutionary
War era, Civil War soldiers from North and South, wild west
cowboys and gentrified easterners. “The consistency of family
features through the generations is assured by Rockwell’s use
of the same model for either the man or the woman in each
couple on the tree.”51 It is a picture of the American family
that suggests the more individual history that is possessed by
each person, where we secretly hope to find our famous (or
infamous) relatives. There is a palpable sentimentality that
pervades the piece, both in the suggestion of possible illustrious forbears and in how Rockwell physically distressed the
painting to lend it some historical provenance.52

solution is to apply opacity to the image
to screen it out and bring the lines back
into visibility. The need to add a background image of a tree suggests that the
family tree is not tree enough; it lacks
inherent beauty. This must be supplied
with an extraneous tree.56 Variations on
photographic trees, such as illustrative
trees, tend to share the same problems.

Chartjunk is a term coined by Edward
Tufte to refer to those elements of a data
presentation that distract the viewer,
obscure information and connections
(or the lack thereof), and lead the
viewer to draw the wrong conclusions.54
Genealogical chartjunk occurs when
the design of a chart overtakes and
obscures its primary purpose as a
display of a family via its genealogical
information. I would like to highlight
some examples of this phenomenon
that illustrate this point from different
yet ultimately overlapping perspectives.

fig. 35 (above). Samples of photographic tree
backgrounds used in genealogical charts.

Perhaps the clearest example in this category is the addition of
a tree picture as a background to a chart (figure 35). If it were a
picture of a tree from the homestead of this family, it would be
part of its dataset and would have a certain significance. But
as stock photography, it has none. In addition, photographic
subjects, particularly of a richly detailed object such as a tree,
easily subsume smaller details placed on them. When used
as a background image there are often problems discerning
the lines connecting persons in the tree (figure 36). The usual

We’ve seen this before. Ernst Haeckel
took the grand evolutionary tree and
supplemented it with the image of a
European oak which symbolized the
deficiencies in evidence for Darwin’s
theories. It is a cover for the lack of data
but is interpreted as a continuity and
unity. Its popular appeal is fueled not
by the evidence itself but through the
supplied beauty of the tree illustration.

Border styles are another aspect of customization that easily
lends itself to genealogical chartjunk. Some programs57 give
the opportunity to add realistic picture borders around photographs and the text, and even to the page as a whole (figure 37).
The facile association of a frame suggests its contents, an otherwise plain family tree, should be considered “art,” although
the frame is the more ornate, artful part. If the enclosed text is
denied proper typographic attention, the contrast between art
and its indicator is all the more acute.

These trees are fictional, Katchadourian
and Rockwell being more interested
in our preconceptions of genealogy
than in a particular family. But these
preconceptions, which come across
as quaint or nostalgic, also shape how
many genealogists see their family trees
as art. This approach I refer to as the
decorative style.
It’s manifest in the current generation of
chart-producing software which affords
the user many options to personalize
their charts. Customization is a doubleedged sword, and these applications
give users plenty of opportunities to
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cut themselves.53 What I would like to
address here is what I call “genealogical
chartjunk.”

fig. 36. Pedigree of Michael McDonough
produced with Family Tree Maker 2011; the
lines disappear into the background image.

fig. 37. Pedigree of Michael McDonough
produced with Family Tree Builder 5.1; each
person and the entire chart is photorealistically framed.
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carefully by hand, or redesigning them entirely. In this respect
we should examine some examples of traditional and decorative charts that are well designed.

A final example is the ability to add
what are literally referred to as “embellishments.” These are everything from
calligraphic scrollwork to coats-of-arms.
Heraldic arms are rarely possessed by
the general public as official “registered”
arms, but this doesn’t prevent companies58 from giving the user tools to
make their own fanciful crest (figure 38).
Historically charts developed into
highly decorated objects that were
meant to indicate the prestige of their
families. The wealth that was required
to put up sculpted displays, or the possession of a coat of arms, and the like,
meant these displays actually did reflect
a certain status. However, the modern
pretension functions as a façade, adding
imaginary prestige to ordinary people.
Sad to say (or should I say, true to
form?), all modern genealogy programs
are moving in the same direction
as regards the design of charts. One
example (though far from the only
one!) is Family ChArtist, an online
chartmaking application released just
in 2010 by Generation Maps (who
themselves are a genealogical chart
design and printing company). What
used to require a dedicated offline
application can now be accomplished
online, and it replicates all the favorite
details of current chart software right
down to tree picture backgrounds and
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embellishments (figure 39). It continues the movement of decoration as
beautification, implying that the simple
information of a family tree is somehow
not good enough.
It’s understandable that companies
who produce genealogical charts as
their livelihood (or who produce the
software that creates them) would
cater to a nostalgic view of family. It is
a popular idea, and it’s not unreasonable to tap into that. But the question
remains: what is being commemorated
in a family tree — in creating it and
bestowing on it the distinction of being
displayed for anyone to admire? Isn’t it
the family itself that is beautiful, more
than the decoration we put around it?

fig. 38. MyHeritage.com acquired a German
genealogy group, OSN, in early 2010. One
of the features gained was their “Family
Crest Builder,” an online way to assemble
and color a family crest from a number of
preset parts.
fig. 39. Family ChArtist replicates all the
functionality of dedicated charting programs. “Embellishments,” shown here along
the bottom of the interface, can be resized
and placed anywhere on the page.

Or, perhaps I’m wrong about decoration. The existence of kitsch approaches
to decorated trees (e.g. this quaint
historical example: figure 40) doesn’t
exclude the possibility of doing decoration well, any more than poorly laid
out computer-generated charts prevent
someone from drawing them out

fig. 40. Talbott Family Tree, c. early 1700s to
1930s (?), donation of Brenna Hobson Budd
to the Ohio Genealogical Society.

ArborArts is a company that sells a variety of styles of ancestor or descendant charts with decorative backgrounds which
I would consider a good artistic example of these kinds of
displays. The themes are botanical: realistic trees of different
species, woodcut-style designs that fill the space with illustrative branches and leaves (figure 41), and floral arrangements
which, while not exactly trees, demarcate a logical arrangement for person data (figure 42). All leave spaces to fill in
names and dates of persons in the tree, which are supplied by
the genealogist as the fruit of their research. The imagery is
original artwork.59 The material quality certainly fits common
expectations of fine art.60
It was the image of the tree as an enduring, living entity, one
that allowed new generations of growth while at the same time
held the past with the present in continuity — it was this image
that enveloped families in its iconographic protection. In the
various chart styles, the tree takes its place as the unifying
image. But there is a question of integration. Is this tree (art)
and tree (chart) just incidentally aligned? If the branches are
followed through the display, the places to inscribe names rest
on actual branches. But
branches and leaves also
fill out the space regardless of having anyone to
signify. Some branches
show actual connections, others show none
(figure 43). Or are they
hidden, a suggestion of
persons yet unknown or
undiscovered?
The visual language of
the art is constant, the
image wants to be true to
its task, but the meaning
diverges. It is the label placemarkers
for names that present themselves as
foreigners on the tree, suggesting that

fig. 41 (left). “Garden in Blue” woodcut chart by ArborArts.
fig. 42 (center). “Hydrangea Botanical” chart by ArborArts.
fig. 43 (right). “Hadley Apple” chart by ArborArts; some of the
branches do not support corresponding scrollwork to put in names.

genealogy remains an lesser part of the equation.If genealogy
has a secondary role, is the attraction we have to the chart for
the family itself?
If the tree is too steeped in sentimentality, perhaps we need a
new paradigm. Tony Matthews has produced a series of “idea
books” for family trees. A self-identified non-artist, he nevertheless encourages a creative approach to constructing family
trees which does not necessarily involve a tree.61 He writes:
I was selling Trees at a genealogical society, and a lady was
enthusiastically looking at the many designs, and exclaiming how beautiful they were. Meanwhile, her husband was
standing just outside the booth, with his arms folded, looking
thoroughly bored. I asked the lady if her husband was not
interested in Trees, and she replied, “Oh, he’s just a trucker.”
When I got home that day I sat down and drew a Tree made up
of trucks… and immortalized the unknowing husband into my
Second Law.62

fig. 44. “Harvest” fill-in pedigree idea
by Tony Matthews; names go inside the
vegetables.

Perhaps now the trucker
would be interested, and
perhaps not. In a sense,
whatever gets and retains
people’s interest in a
endeavor that will involve
a good amount of work
once one gets serious
about it is a good thing.
What makes the personal
connection becomes the
model for the display: a
carpenter’s toolshop, a
vegetable garden, etc.
(figure 44). He even has
tree suggestions for children who have “more” than biological
parents because of in vitro fertilization
(figure 45 ▶).
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Decorative charts, and their pinnacle expression in genealogical chartjunk with its historical pretensions, reveals a
sentimentality about family, a nostalgia for a past that, when
one examines it closely, many times wasn’t all that wonderful.
Anyone who perseveres in filling out
the historical picture soon runs into
the harsh reality of life before modern
conveniences. The skeletons come out
of the closet. Is nostalgia an appreciation for one’s family (admittedly, despite
its faults), or an appreciation for all the
things we imagine family to be, but that
in fact don’t really exist?

Matthews suggests that you can make
whatever image you want, because the
tree is an expression of you. But is a
family tree so solypsistic? Is this kind
of anachronism effective for actually
understanding the people it’s applied to?
Another example of decorative trees
can be found in the work of the artist
behind My Tree & Me. This series of
designs approaches the topic with
a clean, modern style. Some of the
designs follow botanical forms, but
others take a completely different
approach, for example, dividing the
generations of ancestors among the
feathers of a stylistic bird (figure 46).
“Ripples in a Pond” is entirely abstracted
to a circle and progressively divided half
circles (figure 47).

fig. 45 (top, left). “Donor Tree” fill-in
pedigree idea by Tony Matthews; for
those proceeding from modern medical
techniques.
fig. 46 (above). “Birds of a Feather” fill-in
pedigree from My Tree & Me.
fig. 47 (below). “Ripples in a Pond” pedigree
of May Louise O’Neill by My Tree & Me.

The creative direction of My Tree &
Me is not so foreign to that of Tony
Matthews’ in the sense of breaking away
(in some instances) from established
botanical paradigms. Here however the
designs are rendered by an artist and show a bit more cohesion. The visual language which describes what is a part of the
genealogical tree and what is supporting design is distinct.
My Tree & Me does break the mold to express family relationships using different paradigms. Yet she has a admitted
emotional aspect to her work. The artist shares her experience
of family trees:
By graphically interpreting our history, our family tree serves
as an emotional reminder that we always have the wisdom,
humor, and experience of generations to draw upon.63

Her art expresses styles that are generally not ones that reach
as far back into the past as do woodcuts and parchment, but
their emotional impact remains part of their appeal.
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The problem with decoration is, we’re
trying to make charts into art and
for the best of intentions, but decoration will only take us so far, because
it doesn’t improve what is central to
the art of the family tree. When we
remember that charts are a kind of data
visualization, then we know that the
best examples of these charts are the
ones that focus on the data. Some preset

will save it. Whatever we decide about
decoration, we must deal with the
treeness, structure, of the family tree in
some way. Do we emphasize it, or sidestep it for something more comfortable?

the rest of the persons shown in the tree
by rotating the relevant persons in or
out of view, depending on how they are
related to the new focus (figure 48). A
noted advantage of this kind of arrangement is the ability to show a pedigree
and simulateously all the descendants
of the paternal line who share the
inherited surname. The entire arrangement can itself be situated in different
orientations for convenience of making
the labels more readable or for familiarity with the logic of the layout in a
similar way to how traditional charts
may run from top to bottom or left to
right. The operation of the structure
allows a novel way of navigating trees
by managing the complexity of parts
that are not currently being examined.65

In constrast, I wondered if there was
a way to present family in a graphical
way that accurately represents the data
we collect about a family, our research,
and transcends its mere accumulation
without resorting to nostalgic means of
expression. The metaphor of the tree is
very powerful and in a sense univerally
accessible. It may have a place after all.

FURTHER SOLUTIONS

We’ve seen that the tree is a very
powerful symbol, one that genealogists
have no hesitation applying, even if
it’s in a decorative manner. From this
review of current trends in genealogical
charting we can see that decoration is
not a solution. These means of decoration do not improve the chart itself and
in many ways serve to obscure it. Are
there any other ways of making charts
that might have a better claim as objects
for display?

fig. 48. Screenshots from “Interactive
Visualization of Genealogical Graphs”
by Michael McGuffin. (top) a dual tree
highlighting a male line in bolder outlining;
(middle) selecting another ancestor gives
the option to reconfigure the tree around
their parents or children; (bottom) the
reconfigured tree.

styles for charts that programs supply may capture a particular
historical look which may be deliberately desired (while at
the same time saving the user from his- or herself). Yet there
is always the temptation to create an anachronisic monster, a
Victorian mismatch of graphic styles, that smothers the very
thing it is trying to promote.

The forms taken by the genealogical
chart have remained rather constant
over the years, i.e. ancestor and descendant trees. Now that charts are widely
created by computer means, we have
the benefit of interactivity to improve
charts’ functions in other ways.

Decoration often emphasizes the wrong thing in a chart. It
fails to communicate family, but rather our nostalgic affection
for family or family history. Sentimental displays are drawing
the wrong conclusion emotionally and idealogically. We must
ask to what degree decorative elements invite the creator (or
filler, if the chart is premade/preprinted) to focus on the tree
itself. The family tree cannot escape its diagrammatic past. If
this itself is not expressed artistically, no amount of decoration

Michael McGuffin and Ravin Balakrishnan have devised a
combination of ancestor and descendant trees called a dual
tree that shows the extension of the genealogy for a series
of persons in both directions simultaneously, which is an
expansion of the same information that could be obtained
and displayed from a single person (otherwise known as
an hourglass chart).64 Expanding the tree from a person of
interest will show their ancestors or descendants, and adjust

How is this kind of tree as a printed
piece? The logic of its layout eliminates
edge crossings, and it would provide a
clear view of a particular subset of a full
tree. It is software albeit not commercially available, but if it were it has the
same essential tree structure of current
charts. As a printed piece then, it would
follow the same graphic design requirements as a printed representation of
current charts: the need for proper
spacing of elements, typeface selection,
etc. Its utilitarian purpose is clear, and
its strength seems to lie as an interactive
piece.

Genealogical charts are usually ordered according to generation, with each generation distinguished into its own visual
layer. Generations roughly group persons in time period, but
that time period can have a good range, as is the case where
the oldest child in a family might be 15 or even 20 years older
than the youngest, forming a kind of generational divide
culturally even though technically they are siblings. Placing
family events to a timeline is another way to view the persons
in a tree.
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fig. 51. (right) A timeline showing frequency
of photographs taken with the location of
the currently displayed photograph noted.
Notes added to a photograph (right, below).

fig. 49 (left). A timeline report produced by
MacFamilyTree 6.

The model is implemented in
software which allows further
fig. 50 (above). TimeNets example: showing
interactivity. Persons can be
marriages, children, personal and world
selected by the user and the
events.
display updates to focus on the
selection while hiding those
Timelines are familiar to genealogists. They often have to
who are not of interest (a DOI, or degree of interest, visualizadetermine plausible conclusions to date conflicts in the
tion). User-testing showed that time-related inquiries were
face of fragmentary and sometimes inaccurate records. As
faster to determine than with regular charts (where the date
genealogists seek a greater understanding of the lives of
information was entirely textual), as might be expected.67
their ancestors this inevitably leads to researching the wider
historical milieu. These elements sit much more clearly on
It presents a different visual aesthetic than the charts genealoa timeline than a rigid generational framework. Alexander
gists are accustomed to with some additional and innovative
Cheek’s Genealogical History is an example of a standard
layout decisions. The clean minimalist style is probably
chart that incorporates a co-ordinated timeline. Some report
familiar from other contexts. Like the dual tree, it is a strongly
types66 use timelines to show the chronological ordering of
interactive model that helps access and understand the
births throughout a family, and make comparisons (figure 49).
increasing number of records genealogists have to deal with.
Genelines is a more fully-featured visualization package that
The persons have connections, but are they connected? The
shows persons in a tree against a timeline.
more integrated view of children branching off from their
parents’ lines is discarded as visually cluttered, which is probNam Wook Kim, Stuart K. Card and Jeffrey Heer took a difably the better decision for this chart as a visualization with a
ferent approach to genealogical trees by using the timeline as
primarily utilitarian purpose.
the principle organizing element which they call “TimeNets.”
Their solution plots out each person as a lifeline matching
There are a few other genealogical models that work with the
events in their lives to a universal time scale. There is a clear
timeline as a basic structure. The Lives in Photographs is a
advantage to showing spousal dynamics with this method
project of the Little Neck Factory that sees the key to preservas the bending of the lines makes divorce and remarriage
ing the memories of a person’s life lies in the pictures we have
situations and even multiple marriages clear to understand
of them (figure 51 ▶).68 The project is a chronological database
(figure 50). Children are placed not as direct branches in a
of the photographic record which is indexed for persons
tree arrangement, but offset to start their own timelines, with
depicted, and to which can be added parts of the overall
a connecting dropline to show the birth connection to their
narrative of a family that is often left unrecorded. It does
parents (which also works for situations where the parents are
not, however, appear to have a panoptic view of the persons
unmarried).
contained therein.
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Photography in the form of portrait
photos is a popular addition to standard
charts. It reintroduces a certain personal aspect to charts that had inherited
a bare symbolism from biology.69 Such
portraiture has its own difficulties.
The advent of digital photography, its
widespread availability and its virtually
unrestricted nature as to processing cost
and time has made the sheer number of
photos being taken mind-boggling. The
365 Project and Flickaday are examples
of photo projects which
build up a daily base of
documentation which
would be interesting in
a genealogical aspect: to
see what the persons in
a family looked like over
the course their lives,
or to have a record of
their cultural situation
to engender an historical understanding. The
difficulty is that these kinds of sustained
projects over a lifetime are rare. In addition, any genealogy that extends into
the past will find a paucity of photography. So there is the additional issue
of the quality of the photographs and
whether a unified style of photography
is desirable or even possible.

THREE DIMENSIONS

Another direction taken with timelines
and trees is to pull the entire process
into three dimensional space. Genealogical graphs can
be easily shown in two dimensional space if the dataset is
restricted to focus on particular lines of ancestry or descent
(or both, as in an hourglass chart or a dual tree). To show
everyone with all of their connections is often impossible
without making some concessions to the layout and violating principles that make for pleasing arrangements such as

normalized line lengths and angles. A
3D approach solves most of the connection issues without line-crossing
problems as well as giving more space
to work out an even distribution of
nodes.70
Hverra manna ert thú? (Who Are Your
Kin?) is the title of a semi-autobiographical documentary produced by Benedikt
Bjarnason in 2007. To show the genealogy of the director a visualization of
his family tree was produced using a
Processing-based tool called Rhizome
Navigation (figure 52).71 It is typical
of more recent tools for information
visualization (although it would be fair
to say that none of these tools are quite
“typical”). The tree contains over 3,300
individuals, mostly shown as connected lines in subtrees and then joined
together in a force-directed layout to
help form the overall tree. The vertical
axis organizes the parts in space according to an invisible timeline.72
fig. 52 (left). Genealogy
Visualization produced
with Rhizome Navigation.
fig. 53 (below).
MacFamilyTree’s 3D view.

Three dimensional
trees are also found
in strictly generationally organized charts.
MacFamilyTree has a
3D view which is able to
show the entirety of a tree. It is rigidly geometric in layout, we
do not have the gentle curves that grace modern data visualization and its symbology is quaint (figure 53), but it seems to
serve its purpose as an exploratory tool. The control scheme is
finicky as a desktop application, however the mobile version of
the program which allows the same view but with multitouch
gestures is oddly satsifying.
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There are many techniques to organizing trees and timelines in 3D.73 There
are also some problems with implementing 3D. From a practical point
of view, navigating three dimensional
space is itself an interface challenge,
significant enough that one’s thesis
could be a novel way of navigating three
dimensional space.74 The mentioned 3D
view of MacFamilyTree is an indication that the real problem lies with the
design of the tree itself, not its navigation. A move to 3D may hide a failure
to really address issues at the previous
level. At issue in our examination of
how the chart takes up its place as art is
the fact that 3D must be collapsed back
into 2D space to find its way onto the
wall.75 The problems that were resolved
will come back to haunt the display.
All of these systems seek to perfect
charts. They are good solutions to some
situations. However, I wonder if other
visual approaches might be useful to get
away from “chartness.”

TOWARDS A DIFFERENT AESTHETIC

Let’s look at a few charts that take the family tree in a different
direction.

Lana Bragina is a German graphic designer who came up
with an interesting form of chart as a student project. Her
Familienstammbaum 1 presents a system for mapping out the
relations in a family (figure 54).76 Persons are represented by
circles with their names inscribed. The circles for spouses are
placed next to each other and a spiral line extends outwards
starting from the mother. The children are placed as their own circles
in order of birth on the inside of the
growing spiral. The spiral lines and
the circles are shaded progressively
lighter to show each generation.
There are a few other things of note.
The graphic uses a key to reveal its
meaning; it’s not a purely intuitive
venture. It’s not clear that the circles
are placed at a distance along the
path that matches their time of birth
(as in dates along a timeline). There is
a slight inconsistency in the direction
of the spirals; sometimes they unfold
clockwise and sometimes counterclockwise. Nevertheless the whole
structure follows a consistent logic,
letting new families form and grow
wherever their parents end up. It
produces a family tree that is decidedly not chart-like, while preserving
the idea of generations. With some
adjustments it might be possible to
integrate more aspects of a timeline
to it as well.

fig. 54 (above). “Familienstammbaum 1” by
Lana Bragina.
fig. 55 (below). “Familienstammbaum 1” (2?)
by Lana Bragina.

Bragina has another version of her family tree that is a chord
(circle) diagram (figure 55).77, 78 This separates males and
females in the whole tree to a chronological arrangment in
separate arcs of the circle, then draws the lines of generation between them. Oddly, the color shading for showing
generational divisions is not retained. While this model is
not directly pertinent to my ultimate direction, I think it is
important to note as an example of how graph structures can
be validly recast in different visual forms.
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Jin Wan Park is a selfdescribed artist and scientist
who has produced a series of
visualizations of his Korean
genealogy. His Visual
Genealogy was first exhibited
in the 2007 SIGGRAPH Art
Gallery.79 It shows a descendant tree in radial format which traces
several hundred years of his family’s
history, which involves hundreds of
thousands of persons (figure 56).
The display is partially enabled by
the fact that, until recently, Korean
custom prohibited intermarriage of
persons listed in the same genealogy, reducing the complexity of the
tree and leaving more room for the
persons who are listed. The effect
of the whole with its concentric
ordering of generations and how
they thin out in more recent years
producing a ragged edge to the
structure is reminiscent of the
growth of a tree as recorded in its
annual rings.

fig. 56 (above). “Visual Genealogy” (2006)
by Jin Wan Park, 48″×48″.
fig. 57 (below). “Visual Genealogy” (2010) by
Jin Wan Park.

His subsequent development of
this model sets aside the inclusion
of names connected by brackets
for a node-edge scheme using a
hyperbolic layout. He writes:
This algorithm prints thousands of
names80 on a page while it generates patterns that may not easily
be perceived through traditional
family tree books. By observing
artworks, spectators can perceive
lives and deaths, marriages and divorces, family relationships,
and a partial history of mankind.81

The result is a glowing arrangement of wispy tendrils radiating from a central ancestor. Another view of the same data
highlights Park’s direct connection to this ancestor. There is
the sense of light cascading in from the past (figure 57).

These trees are applying
visual techniques that step
outside of the expected
language of charts and
timelines. I think this takes
them to a much different
visual place where we might
consider them as art and
not merely analytic tools. Park himself
notes that “[t]his project has some
functional features but does not have
a clear purpose except expression
itself.”82 It is a “poetical essay” and
“abstract artwork” over the “visualization of a document containing
technical information.” And yet,
these are not mere “artist’s conceptions.” They do not arise without
the very data supplied in his family
history. Park places his work to the
aesthetic side of a broad gradient
that culminates in its functional
counterbalance on the other end.83

THE NATURAL INFLUENCE

The house in Duluth where my
family first moved to was on the
edge of town. This location got us
both a large front lawn and a large
back lawn and plenty of wooded
areas if we cared to walk a few minutes in any direction. At the front
between the sidewalk and the road
were elm trees. The elm used to
be a staple of American neighborhoods. Planted on either side of a
street, they formed a cathedral-like
canopy, producing ample shade
(figure 58 ▶). These elms had been hit with Dutch elm disease,
a fungus which clogs their internal workings eventually cutting off the nutrient flow and killing them.84
There was one such tree to the side of the driveway though
older than the ones along the road. One day it was taken
down and sold to a crew “who wanted to make tables out of
it” as my dad explained to me. It may have become a table. It
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crushed under foreign rule. It is not the fullness of detail that
draws the viewer in, but its singular purpose:
The essence of Ni Tsan’s paintings, as the Chinese
critics recognized, is their “plainness and blandness” (p’ing-tan), which is what Juan Yüan means
by “without flavor”; they are “pure” or “chaste” in
that they have been purged of all that is stimulating, all that invites sensory participation.86

may also have been fitted with a cheap
quartz movement and some gilded
plastic Roman numerals and become a
clock (figure 59). In any case, it was the
pattern of growth captured in the tree’s
irregular trunk that proved tempting to
these tree harvesters.

Wood itself, as a substance easy to obtain
and easy to shape, has long figured as the raw
matter of artistic works. There is the processed
material of paper, but we could likewise point
to wooden statuary. Woodblocks are carved to
produce prints. Wood is also used for its own
specific qualities: its color, the flow of its grain.
The trunk of a tree can be turned to something
rather pedestrian like the wall clock.87 Or it
can become an object of astounding beauty as
well as utility such as found in the furniture
of George Nakashima, giving it a “second
life” (figure 61).88 Trees in their treeness
become fine art such as found in the prints of
Bryan Nash Gill (figure 62 ▶) or Mark Iwinski
(figure 63 ▶) that are taken from the
fig. 58 (top left). Elm trees lining a street in
internal sections of a tree and emphaFargo, North Dakota.
size its natural form.
fig. 59 (above left). This elm trunk clock by
Isaac Curran was spared the ignominy of
plastic numerals, and is actually quite nice.

Trees find their way into our artistic
fig. 60 (above). Six Gentlemen by Ni Tsan.
endeavors. They are the subject of art,
fig. 61 (below). Minguren table by George
as we have seen in the development
Nakashima.
of the Jesse Tree in the Middle Ages
as a vibrant image in stained glass, an
apologetic and theological flourishing.
Trees figure in the world of secular art too. Ni Tsan,
one of the Four Great Masters of the late Yüan
Dynasty (1279–1368), painted trees far more than
people. Six Gentlemen is a work depicting “six
undernourished-looking trees on a foreground
promontory and a horizon with low hills high
above.” (figure 60)85 The powers which came to rule
in the area of the country where he lived imposed
an increasing tax burden on the population, which
caused many landowners to lose their property
and holdings, Ni Tsan among them. This painting
(as others by the artist) carries that sense of being
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Trees can be seen as a kind of natural
data visualization. Their growth is
ordered by their species and influenced by their environment. Seasonal
change influences the rate of growth
which is recorded in the annual rings
inside the trunk. Wet and dry periods

will also influence the thickness of
these rings. Dendroclimatology uses
these proxies to help estimate climate
change.89 Where seasonal change is less
pronounced as in the tropics, trees may
not have rings at all. The record may
include non-cyclic events: scars from
burrowing insects or forest fires (if the
tree is lucky enough to survive).
In the Eastern horticultural practice
of bonsai, the tree is elevated to art. A
bonsai is a naturally stunted tree. This

fig. 62 (above, left & center). Tree trunk
prints of Bryan Nash Gill.
fig. 63 (above, right). Terrains of Absence
exhibition of prints by Mark Iwinski.

usually results from it being planted in a
location where it has to fight for its survival. The first bonsai were transplanted
from the natural world; now they are
often made from cuttings or grown
directly from seeds. They are trees in
miniature, molded by the bonsai artist
to mimic the growing conditions of
actual trees. They are formed according
to a number of different styles which as
art communicate some emotion or idea
(figure 64); its size does not inhibit its
apirations from being evident.
fig. 64 (left). Bonsai at the Huntington
Garden, Pasedena; photo by Andreas
Neumann.
fig. 65 (below). A variety of plant-like
structures produced by L-systems.

NATURAL & DIGITAL

Taking a cue from nature, modern
computer visualizations have adopted
the appearance and movement of the
natural world. What computers can
now produce is strikingly un-digital.
We’ve been accustomed for decades to
the intricacy of the Mandelbrot set (and
its cousins), where a simple equation,
with a little color thrown in to distinguish iterations of the solution, reveals
infinite intricate worlds. Algorithmic
botany is a field established by Aristid
Lindenmayer which uses a mathematical shorthand for describing plant form
and growth called L-systems.90 The
field involves a kind of fractal analysis
where the self-similar shapes found in
plant growth are succinctly described
(figure 65). The modeling of trees takes
into account more than their basic
shape; environmental and structural
factors can also be integrated.91
Constructal theory proposed by Adrian
Bejan takes an engineering point of
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fig. 69. Tufte’s “Big
Duck,” Flanders, New
York.

visualization project to explore generative techniques in information design.98
Lichen Growing | Forrest uses algorithmically generated plants (inspired by
lichen) to communicate global forest
cover statistics (figure 66).99 The numbers as placed in a table are virtually
meaningless. The values are precise but
the relationships cannot easily be seen.
They make much more sense in situ,
shown on a world map as those land
areas are what the data describes. The
form of the plant is integrated to the
purpose of explaining forest cover.

view and predicts tree forms as the
result of flow systems of various types
(animate and inanimate) working their
way to equilbrium.92
In other instances of computer science
one can point to examples of the influence of the natural world. There is the
incorporation of non-linear movement
in animations through the popularity
of Robert Penner’s easing equations,93
or autonomous steering and flocking behaviors developed by Craig
Reynolds.94 Graph theory has found
that physical analogies sometimes produce effective solutions for determining
the shape of a graph, as with the use of
fig. 66 (top left). Lichen
Growing | Forrest by
Imitate + Informate.
fig. 67 (left). Ecotonoha
screenshots from
video uploaded by
Jorgemoralez01; A full
day’s tree.
fig. 68 (above) red dots
show possible places of
examination; (below)
individual messages can
be inspected. “Leaves”
away from the branch of
interest are hidden.

force-directed layouts to arrive at a state
of equilbrium.95 Information visualization breaks away from the rectangular
grid and employs arcs and circles,96 and
hyperbolic spacing.97
The visual form of nature and not
just its mechanics finds its way into
information visualization. Imitate
+ Informate was an experimental
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Another example of the integration of
a plant metaphor in an information
display is Ecotonoha designed by Yugo
Nakamura (figure 67). It is “a project —
to nurture a virtual tree collaboratively,
and at the same time contribute to the
actual environment to cope with global
warming. As you make Ecotonoha’s
leaves, the virtual tree will grow, and
as Ecotonoha grows, real trees will be
planted by NEC.”100
This project could have been functionally accomplished by a simple message
board. Its form as a simulated tree
takes it far beyond that. Messages can
be added by visiting the website or by
texting them in. Clicking near a branch
of the virtual tree will extend a new
branch in that direction, and add a new
message (along with the name of the
sender and the time it was added) as a
kind of digital leaf in a shade of green
in verisimilitude. As more messages are
added, the entire tree grows in proportion. The whole takes shape according
to where people choose to make their
contribution. The messages layer over
each other, but the tree can be inspected
which focuses on a branch of interest
and its messages while hiding the rest

fig. 70. Longaberger
Basket Co. headquarters, Newark, Ohio.
fig. 71. Quadracci
Pavilion by Santiago
Calatrava, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

of the tree (◀ figure 68). The process of growth for each day
can be replayed. Sadly, this project has been taken offline,
but some video files exist that document its existence and its
process of growth.101
Ecotonoha manifests a close integration between form and
function. It takes the idea of a tree as a metaphor for growth
and carries it out visually and operationally in a brilliant
fashion. The result is a project that garnered participation far
better than a simple message board ever could.102
Can this kind of integration be achieved for genealogical trees?
Can we make it, as I initially phrased my thesis topic, where
“the tree is the tree”? Genealogical diagrams have an inherent
tree structure that must be addressed; why not exploit it?
There is the temptation, as we have seen with artistic family
tree ventures up to now, to make decoration the solution,
and that possibility remains as we attempt a finer symbiosis.
Edward Tufte points out the example of the “duck” in speaking about chartjunk.103 This is a reference to the façade of
a particular store that is shaped as a giant duck (figure 69).
The fault is highlighted by the quotation that Tufte provides:
“When Modern architects righteously abandoned ornament
on buildings, the unconsciously designed buildings that were
ornament. … ‘It is all right to decorate construction but never
construct decoration.’ (Pugin). ”104

gracefulness of sailboats or birds along the lakefront.106 But
the “wings” at top aren’t just something that looks nice when
it moves in the wind, it also serves as a sunscreen for the space
below. Its function is an essential part of the operation of the
building, where the duck is not.
Steve Jobs captures a similar sentiment as regards the design
of things:
“Most people make the mistake of thinking design is what it
looks like. People think it’s this veneer — that the designers are
handed this box and told, ‘Make it look good!’ That’s not what
we think design is. It’s not just what it looks like and feels like.
Design is how it works.”107

In the realm of purely functional analytical graphics I suspect
much of what is currently acceptable as cleverly designed
would get the axe. For a biological metaphor to be validly
applied, I would suggest that its visual “working” needs to be
in concert with the data it is presenting and communicating.
Again, the tree is the family and their relationships and the
whole reason we make these displays. We shall see if this can
be accomplished or will merely contribute another form of
decoration.

Yet I would say there is a difference between the “duck” or
even something like the façade of the Longaberger Basket Co.
headquarters (figure 70)105 and the Quadracci Pavilion extension to the Milwaukee Art Museum designed by Santiago
Calatrava (figure 71). The Calatrava design captures the
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THE TREE IS THE TREE

Since the metaphor of the tree carries good symbolic weight,
because it has the benefit of familiarity among genealogists
(and is not likely to disappear soon), and because we have the
tree structure whether we address it or not, it seems that some
use of the tree should persist in the solution. In a number
of prototypes, I considered two basic ways of using the tree
metaphor, one of which proved to be more successful and
consequently the more developed. The goal is to produce a
work of art and not merely of decoration.

ILLUSTRATIVE TREES

The first idea was to create an illustrative tree.108 I have largely
discarded the notion of decorative trees, but I think this is one
application which could validate their use from the standpoint
of integrity to the underlying data.
The illustrative tree is partly inspired by decorative trees,
but also by the use of illustration in some liturgical fabrics
(figure 72). In these designs the various symbols have specific
meanings, e.g. birds represent “saved souls”109 In a similar
manner, different events in a family’s history could be noted
with a consistent symbolism, e.g. a bird or bee to show when a
marriage took place (after “the birds and the bees”).110 Persons
would be shown as branches of various thicknesses, with
living persons shown as green (like green wood), and perhaps
the most recent persons as leaves. Unlike decorative trees, the
shape of these trees would not be a generic design but specific
to the persons actually represented in the tree. There would be
no branches added to fill out the shape to make it look “more
like a tree.” The shade of color possessed by the branch would
distinguish generations. The relative age
of the parts of the tree would be shown
by how gnarled and bent the trunk
appeared. Since the shape depends
on the data, each family tree will be a
unique image.
The prototype used for the illustrative tree is a node tree, which forms
a kind of structure, a “skeleton,” on
which a possible natural illustration
can be placed.111 In this tree as prototyped, each year of a person’s life is
represented as a node, and the years
are linked together in a chain using a
physics-model of springs. Nodes that
show a birth year, a marriage year, the
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fig. 73a. Node tree modeled on a spring system, shaded by generation.
Key for year-dots:
regular year,
marriage year,
birth year,
death year.

birth of a child or a death year receive a distinctive size and
color (figure 73a). Each person belongs to a generation; this
is shown in varying the shading in the nodes that are not
representing special years. It is a two dimensional system with
no additional considerations (at least in these prototypes)
programmed for repulsion among the branches to keep them
separate; the chains are free to overlap as they “grow.” This is
set in a viewer where the user can step through the years and
see the shape of the family as it grew and appeared in that year.
The result varied from algae-like spirals (figure 73b ▶) to what
might pass as a profile view of a very dense bush (figure 73c ▶).
The data used was a descendant tree from my own family.
Only direct descendants were shown (e.g. spouses were only
indicated as the alternately colored dot in the year of marriage). As a physical chain in 2D space, this model runs into
some of the same problems as other trees: the data fills the
space exponentially and inevitably some ancestor or descendant lines remain hidden,112 unless we
adopt something like a banyan model,
where the tree also sends down roots
from its branches (figure 74 ▶). A tree
showing ancestors is possible, but
would appear more regular over different families as the number of persons
visualized remains the same. The differing lengths of life would contribute to
the visual differences.

fig. 72. “Aragon” tapestry pattern by M.
Perkins & Sons.

This prototype was programmed in C++
using OpenFrameworks. Unfortunately,
the code was unoptimized which led
to extreme slowness when showing
many people. It was also a bit buggy.
Navigation methods to different

persons in the tree and how this would
be redrawn were also not worked out.
As a realistic tree in its growing from
bottom to top it is also subject to some
of the same logical problems as the first
genealogical diagrams sustained when
they tried to make the tree image
dominant. Pedigrees would have
to flow time in reverse to show
a year-by-year revelation of the
whole tree; it would “grow” backwards. For pedigrees this is the
case; descendant trees sidestep
the issue, as time flows with their
natural exposition.
While no illustrative façade was
actually programmed, I think
this idea gets about as close to
illustration as possible without
giving the decorative aspects independent existence. It is one way to keep a
2D, profile view of a family tree that is
non-arbitrary.

RING TREES

The other idea, which was more
thoroughly developed, takes a different
approach to applying a tree metaphor.
Here each person’s life is seen as the
cross-section of a tree. Just as annual
rings mark the passage of years, the
years in a person’s life are shown as
rings. The position of persons (symbolized as a collection of rings) from each
other is significant and shows how
they are connected. As branches form
and grow away from the trunk, so also
children are born and start new lives
away from their parents. Marriage is

fig. 73b (above, left). Initial result: “family
algae.”
fig. 73c (right). A more tree-like tree.
fig. 74. Banyan tree at the Marie Selby
Botanical Gardens, Sarasota, Florida. Image
by Soulis, © 2005.

where two persons’ lives come together.
In both cases, there is an overlapping of
rings to show the relationship.

PROTOTYPICAL VIEW

The development of this tree ring design
has its own branching history. There
is an interactive model, which is the
beginning point, which grows to a
sculptural and a print model. A goal
that has remained throughout is the
ability to produce the result as a two
dimensional print of a family that could
be framed and viewed as art. Some
sculptural opportunities presented
themselves and were examined. We’ll
take an overall look at the designs and
then highlight some specific concerns
and decisions.

A RING VISUALIZATION

The first prototype was programmed in
C++ using OpenFrameworks. It used
the data for a descendant tree from
my own family, imported from a file.
The program allowed linear navigation through the years via the
keyboard. If a person was alive in
that year their representation was
included in the view. The person’s life was shown as a series of
circles, in green if they were alive,
in grey if they were deceased
in that year(figure 75a ▶). The
name and age could be shown
or hidden, and deceased persons
could also be removed from view
(figure 75b ▶). At first spouses
were shown overlapping; this was
streamlined to show a special
ring at the specific year of marriage in
the life of the spouse that was a direct
descendant. Children were placed
around their parent at equal angles (e.g.
three children would be placed with
120° between them) (figure 75c ▶). The
center of the child’s representation was
placed on the ring of the parent’s life
that represented the year they were
born. The “key person” from whom all
the descendants were shown could also
be switched to via keyboard methods,
and the tree would redraw itself.
There were several things learned from
this first attempt which influenced the
subsequent direction of this model. The
first was determining which rings were
shown. Showing a ring for every year
produced a strong moïre effect, making
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fig. 75a. The descendants of Stephen Lazar in 1990 showing all living
persons in that year with their names and ages.

it difficult to distinguish persons. By
dropping most of these years and
showing only the decade year, the visual
output was simplified. The effect is
reminiscent of reference lines on gridded paper. The decade year (e.g. 1900,
1910, etc.) was the same for each person
so they could be compared113 against
each other.
The ordering of the years was also an
issue. When numbering years from the
inside out (the innermost ring being
the oldest year) the overall structure
remained very compact. The fact that
children are born within a limited
span of years earlier in the lives of
their mothers produces this situation.
There were a few possible solutions.
The spacing used was linear, but a
logarithmic scale would exaggerate the
size of earlier years, when there was
more activity, over later years. Another
possibility was to begin the numbering
of years from the outside in. In this
way, as the person got older, the year in
which the child was born would also
get larger, and consequently for their
children. There was an interesting side
effect to this scheme. If the representation of persons who died kept expanding with the succeeding years (noting
the death year), then each person had
a sort of visual reference to a single
scale. The distance from the outer edge
of the circle to the center represented
how long ago they were born, and from
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fig. 76a (above). The descendants of Stephen
Lazar from 1864 to 1982 in lasercut cardboard, joined in decade blocks.

B

fig. 76b (left). The entire sculpture assembled
together.

fig. 75b. The descendants of Stephen Lazar in 1990 showing all living
and deceased persons in this family, and hiding the names and ages.

the year of death to the center how
long ago they died, and from the year
of birth to year of death how long they
lived. If not, what actual years the rings
for decades represented was not clear
across persons. Continual “growth” also
reflected an aspect of actual trees where
the trunk never stops increasing in
size because it ever supports the newer
growth taking place above it.

For the display of data to fit the viewing
area, it was also possible to scale the
vertical or horizonal spacing. While
convenient to keep all things in view,
this was contrary to the logic of the
system. In such a case, the distance
relationships, the careful ordering of
years, becomes completely arbitrary. It
calls into question its claim to be a data
visualization.

SCULPTURE

In the interactive model, each year is
shown individually. To get a sense of
how the family grows through time, one
has to run through the years. What if
the years were composed and reassembled in three dimensions?
C
fig. 75c. One family with three children,
equally spaced at 120°.

This model was very deterministic
in the sense that going forward and
backwards in time would produce the
exact same representation every time. A
future direction proposed was to allow
the user to arrange the children about
the parent as they pleased.114 This could
be for the sake of a pleasing arrangement or to represent situations that are
not represented in genealogical data
such as estrangement.115

Using the CreEPS software library to
generate PostScript output, I was able
to obtain a vector representation of
every year in my descendant tree model.
These outlines were ganged up using
Adobe Illustrator, then the file was
output in ¼″ cardboard on a lasercutter. These pieces were then assembled
together. It included every living person
from 1864 to 1982.116
My initial intent was to have the
detailed information, i.e. the sequence
of concentric and overlapping rings
for each year, etched to the surface. For
time considerations,117 this was omitted
and just the outlines of the forms were
cut. The layers were initially grouped by

fig. 76c (below). The last year of a person
makes the largest circle.

C
B
decades (figure 76a), but finally it was
easier to manage that the entirety was
glued together. The result was a rather
large, expanding structure (figure 76b).
For form it was noted that the point
at which lives ended was very abrupt
(figure 76c); at the end of a life, the person’s circle is the largest. The cardboard
used for this prototype gave it a woodlike feel, but this was not considered as
a final material. Actual wood perhaps,
but at this size it was questionable. The
opaqueness of the structure also meant
all the interesting details of each year
were hidden. As a solid structure there
was no way to pull it apart to examine
them. The movement was upward like
a tree, but the base was too thin for the
branches above. Actual trees are thicker
at the base than in their supporting
branches because these have to carry a
certain volume of nutrients from all the
structures connected to them.118
The instantiation of this metaphor in
sculptural form raises the question
of the process used to create it. If the
result is three dimensional, why not
produce it using a three dimensional
model? The overriding reason is that

fig. 77 (top). A simplified version where lives
are shown a decade at a time.

the first intent has remained to produce
two dimensional art. If the interface
to reach this goal is three dimensional
then situations such as occlusion of
objects from a particular point of
view need to be resolved to yield two
dimensional output. As explained
previously, using three dimensions can
be a way of avoiding addressing two
dimensional problems. Many problems
do not require an additional dimension
as Ben Fry has pointed out.119
With these considerations in mind, I
explored a few other sculptural designs
in the following semester. One goal
was to reduce the size of the sculpture
to something people could reasonable
hope to have room for in the home.
Possible solutions were to reduce the
number of layers by collapsing years in
a decade together (figure 77), or even by
keeping each person as an individual
representation (figure 78). The prototypes were again in cardboard, but

fig. 78 (above). A pedigree prototype where
the entirely of each person’s life is a disk.
The structure is connected with magnets
and can be pulled apart for examination.
fig. 79 (below). Exploring acrylic as a
medium.

some alternate materials were considered (figure 79).
Families are living, changing things.
Thus any portrait of a family will be
outdated not long after it is made,
unless they are made exclusively of
members who are deceased. Given that
methods for 3D production are not as
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widespread (e.g. compare lasercutter
availability to that of inkjet printers),
sculpture in general would be a less
accessible option, and so perhaps for
another time.

fig. 80 (above). Representation of Mary
Veronica Toohey showing
her two marriages and seven children.
fig. 81a (below). Testing the maximum (100+
years) and minimum sizes (“0” years); also
text set above and below. Fairly long names
can still fit about the smallest size (below,
second from rightmost). Older ages can also
be shown clearly (below, far right).

C

PRINT REFINEMENT

In the Spring of 2010, and in conjunction with my Information
Design class, I reworked the tree rings model in Adobe
InDesign CS4. InDesign was ideal software for this purpose
for a number of reasons. It has excellent text handling
capabilities, even with its default settings, including the ability
to set text on a curve. This was much more difficult in C++.
It can produce a PDF from any document; a near universal
format that provides a crucial step in the process from visualizing genealogical data to producing a printed result. Finally,
it has a scripting interface which allows it to be controlled
with JavaScript. This means that the process can be automated
instead of being done laboriously by hand.120
With JavaScript in InDesign I was able to process an XML
file of standard genealogical data121 and produce diagrams
according to the model for each person (figure 80). The
determination of the location for each person was not the
job of this script. The scripting interface does not run at
interactive/“real time” speeds;122 the position for each person
was figured to be the job of the interactive component which
the user would run to determine the arrangement, then output
a file with the data for processing in InDesign. The arrangement for the combined ancestor/descendant tree was placed
by hand from these individual setups.
Several developments came about in this version. A “minimum size” was introduced (figure 81a). It is sometimes the
case that children either die young or are young (if a tree
including recent decendants). In previous models, this meant
there was a very tiny circle as the person’s representation,
which could be difficult to spot. Names for each person were
now placed about the outermost circle. They could be set

fig. 81b (above). A more naturalistic kind of
border which was eventually not used.
fig. 81c (top right). Border tests. Male style
applied to a smaller circle is adjusted in an
odd way (below and top, second from left),
necessitating a simpler style for smaller radii.

above or below the circle depending on what worked best for
readability with the overlapping of other persons (figure 81a,b).
These improvements worked together: a minimum size also
ensured that most names could be placed no matter how
young the person was. Another change was altering the ordering of years to run from the inside out. The opposite direction
that had been implemented before proved very difficult for
people to grasp. This reordering kept the logic of the metaphor
and was much easier to understand.
With this change, the outer ring of the person represented
the current year shown if living or else their year of death. I
had debated whether or not to put “bark” as the outermost
ring. Visually it would make the diagrams look more like trees,
but without any data behind it this would be a concession
to decoration (figure 81b). Some user feedback on my initial
designs pointed out that I had forgotten to include any way to
tell what sex the person was. This bit of information became
the justification for the outer ring of bark.
D

InDesign allows custom stroke styles, which can be applied
to curves. To represent males, I created a custom dashed line
with the length of the segments proportioned after numbers
in the Fibonacci sequence (figure 81c). For females I created
a custom “striped” line with the same idea. This produced a
series of concentric circles when applied to a circular path.
The Fibonacci sequence was chosen as the pattern because
of its connection mathematically and philosophically to
growth.123 Due to the way InDesign calculates gaps and
adjusts the pattern to fit seamlessly, a second simplified male
stroke style was created for use with smaller circles (figure 81c).
Initially in this version the color of the rings were light blue
and light pink for living men and women respectively (some
color tests in figure 81d,f ▶). A darker shade was used for
deceased persons. One advantage of using different stroke
patterns for males and females is that it improves accessibility
for those who are colorblind. Another advantage is that these
shapes have a more significant history. Blue and pink as colors
representing the two sexes was a convention that arose in the
United States in the 1940s.124 In contrast, the associations of
angular forms with the masculine and curving forms with the
feminine extend much farther back and can be found in art
and philosophy. The use of blue and pink in the outer border
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fig. 81d (left). Color tests. These examples
use the more naturalistic border.
fig. 81e (above). Marker and label variations.
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fig. 81f (left). A version showing overlap
between spouses, with events in place.
fig. 82 (bottom). Pine tree cross section
showing tree anatomy.

Trees grow from the inside out. Underneath the bark, the
outer living layers carry the sugar from the leaves down
(phloem), water from the roots up (sapwood), and create more
wood (cambium) (figure 82). The sapwood gradually dies and
becomes heartwood, in the process leaving a record of its
growth in the form of annual rings. When placing events that
have occurred at a specific time during the year, technically
there is a distance from the center that represents that time
and which encircles the entire trunk. With this understanding,
events could be placed at any point on the circumference and
be at the “correct” location. However, this distance over a year
is very small when measured radially. Should events be placed
as determined by the user, that is arbitrarily, such that two
people might produce two different trees from the same data?
was later discontinued. The new color for this outer ring was
a light green to show living persons and a brown to indicate
deceased persons, which, with some adjustment, would also
be a distinction accessible to the colorblind.125
One question I entertained on this use of a thicker outer
border was whether or not it needed to be so thick, indeed
was it even necessary. For the sake of making the distinction
in border quality clear, some additional thickness helps. Like
waterlines in cartography, these lines help distinguish the
figure from the ground.126
In previous models, calculations were done by year without
reference to the day or month. In this model the day and
month of various events are noted with markers of various
types (◀ figure 81e). Birth and death markers are short straight
lines; birth sitting on the innermost ring pointing outward,
and death on the outermost ring (which represents the final
year, not the sex) pointing in. Marriage is shown as two gold
intersecting rings; a common symbol and simple enough to be
used here. The birth of a boy is shown with a blue diamond, a
girl with a pink circle, keeping the quality of the shapes used
for the sex when shown in the outermost border. These colors
were retained here as they served more as a complementary
highlight instead of an overwhelming statement of gender.127
One other type of event was represented in this model: immigration, shown as two smaller triangles pointing towards each
other indicating the exact year.128 Immigration was picked
because it was the most common event after birth-marriagedeath for this dataset.
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To eliminate the arbitrariness of it, I overlaid another metaphor relating to time, that of the clock. This makes it a mixed
metaphor, but as they are under different aspects (i.e. the reading of years and the reading of days and months) it is workable
and understandable.129 The days throughout the year are seen
as points equally spaced around the circumference of the ring
for that year, starting from the top (figure 83 ▶).130 This spaces
events in a regular way that can be discerned. Dividing the
year in a circular way was used by Florence Nightingale in her
“coxcombs” graphics tracking the causes of mortality during

≤ cambium
≤ phloem
≤ bark

fig. 83 (far left). How children
born on the first of the month,
each about a year apart would
be placed.
fig. 84 (left, top). Florence
Nightingale’s “Coxcombs.”
fig. 85 (left, bottom).

SAPPLET visualization.

the Crimean War (figure 84). Another, more recent example
is the SAPPLET, an interactive visualization of Golan Levin,
Zach Lieberman and Gunther Schmidl for the Ars Electronica
Center. It displayed SAP share price as a miniature graph
which spiralled about the circle once per year.131
The SAPPLET shows an irregular border, seemingly random,
but because it tracks the daily ups and downs of share prices
it is representative of actual data (figure 85). I had considered
whether something similar could be done to the outer “bark”
in my reprsentations which shows the sex of the person.
Unfortunately, most genealogical records do not have this
level of daily detail, and if they do, it’s not something available
for every person in the tree. Other kinds of data that might
serve the same visual purpose, e.g. a normalized representation of the border of the country the person lived in that year,
seemed more for visual effect (i.e. decoration) than anything
else, and were discarded as options.

when using the clock-method of spacing events (figure 86a).
Another solution proved more workable. Events were placed
on a straight line that stretched from the event radially away
from the center (figure 86b).132 The text used was the specific
date itself; for children, the name of the person involved; for
marriages and immigration, “first marriage,” etc. The place of
the event was also considered for inclusion, as is often the case
in regular charts, but this suggested the unrestrained aggregation of every possible fact that leads to the box problem of
regular charts, and so was excluded.
This arrangement of radial placement generally worked well
for avoiding overlaps with a few exceptions. Dates that fell
close together would overlap; this could be fixed by a slight
offset of the text. The same solution would apply to events on
the same day, such as with twins. There was some overlapping
of event text with the name text; the name was moveable

With a system now to map events
through the year, markers (as previously described) could be definitively
placed. They were also labeled. One
option for labels was to place them
along a circular path (as the name
is set) near the event. This generally
resulted in overlaps for child events as
they tend to occur within a short span
of years; there is paucity of room even

≤ sapwood
≤ heartwood

fig. 86a (right). A circular arranging of dates
gets tight quickly, leaving no room for the
marker for marriage.
fig. 86b (far right). The same information
set radially.
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fig. 89 (below). Tilt-shift photography alters
the perceived scale of this ballpark (“A
‘Model’ Fenway Day” by Brian Talbot).
fig. 90 (right). A progression of years in the
interactive model (selected 20 year intervals). Box2D is used to handle interactions,
blur to indicate generations, blue & pink to
show sex. Person-to-person distances are
not programmed here.

fig. 87 (left). 467 persons in loose arrangement (no fine details shown, but shaded by
generation, lightest is oldest).
fig. 88 (below). Family of Michael
McDonough with spouses overlapping and
children loosely arranged.

about the circle but depending on
the length of the name there was
no single position where this could
always be prevented (cf. in ◀ figure
86b the name is slightly split to fit).
The final problem encountered is
that dates with no known month
or day by default all piled up at the
top. They perhaps could be placed
where convenient around the circle,
with respect to other elements with
a definite place, as technically they
are just as arbitrary in one spot as
another.
Since the placement of persons
in relation to each other was
envisioned as the job of the as-yetunwritten interactive component,
the arrangement here was placed by
hand. This brought out a number
of problems with the system.
Child events and marriage events were shown as happening
in the life of the mother. For child events this makes some
sense (the mother-child bond is closer), but marriages happen
equally in the lives of both spouses, and it is also true that
children are the responsibility of both. The placement in one
life over the other was done to prevent redundancy.
The method of overlapping related lives is a major mechanic
in this system. Here the overlaps were done for marriages, but
not children. Placing the center of the child’s representation
at the exact point of birth in the parent’s (here, mother’s) life
reencountered the problem previously solved by ordering
years in reverse: crowding and obscuring of the information.
Not overlapping the childrens’ circles with their parents, but
placing them about the edge made the diagrams themselves
clear, but their relations arbitrary. The labels for each child’s
birth coming from the mother indicated a possible direction
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for placement, but at what distance?
Also, full circle shapes require much
more offset than thin text labels for
events happening about the same time
in the year.
Since children are the progress of
generations, no solid solution for their
placement also obscured understanding how the whole family fit together.
While I had built in lighter shades
of color to be used in the diagrams
for older generations, darkening to
the present (figure 87), this was not
enough to make the movement of the
entire piece distinct. The display could
go forwards and back showing both
descendants and ancestors, but the
problem of space remains as for regular
charts; with a number of overlaps not
implemented (parents to children)
people were placed more to make them
fit than because they had a particular
relationship to other figures.
The final solution at this point was to overlap marriages, but
place the children generally about their parents (figure 88) —
unsatisfactory, leaving many issues unresolved.

AN INTERACTIVE MODEL

The basic form of the initial prototype was recast, this time
using ActionScript 3 (AS3) in Flash CS4. The switch of
programming languages was advantageous for a number of
reasons. Flash is widely available.133 An application in AS3 is
accessible via the web in the browser, and with minor modification could be released as a standalone application through
Adobe AIR or Flex. Flash also provides other benefits with text
handling and easier interactive programming. It is not as fast
as C, but this can be improved through cleaner coding and
gradual improvements to the Flash player software.134

Some aspects of the print
version were reworked
into this model. Flash has
no native text on a curve
functionality as found in
InDesign or Illustrator.
A third-party software,
Text2Curve, filled in for
that deficiency. Flash also does not
have custom line styles, at least with the
finesse of InDesign. The interim solution to showing the sex of the person in
the outer ring fell back to using a thick,
solid ring in pink or blue (for living
persons, a darker shade for deceased).
In the print version generational differences were indicated by placement
and by the relative shading of the ring
colors. In Flash, this took another form
not quite possible in InDesign. By
adding a blur to older generations, they
recede into the background. This has a
few precedents. Tilt-shift photography
gives the illusion of intimacy for scenes
where everything is essentially at
infinite distance by setting parts of the
photograph out of focus (figure 89). It
mimics the inability of cameras to focus
on objects at all distances from the lens
when used at close range. Blur is also a
technique employed in the game fl0w
by Jenova Chen.135 Objects at levels
that are lower than the one the player is
currently on are increasingly blurred. It
distinguishes them from objects on the
same level which can be interacted with,
and suggests further exploration. In this
thesis model, the blur suggests the idea
that we don’t know our relatives in the

past as well as we know those who are
living. It points to an area that is available for further exploration and may be
brought into focus.
It had the ability as found in the first
prototype to go back and forth through
the years with the corresponding
growth or reduction of persons who
were alive at that time, with deceased
persons being removed from the display
(figure 90, 91 ▶).
An ActionScript port of Box2D, a basic
physics engine by Erin Catto, was used
to handle interactions. Setting up the
distance relationships between persons
proved to be technically complicated,
so much so that it was never fully
implemented.136 It would have allowed
the user to easily (and fluidly) move the
persons around to create an arrangement. In this prototype a specified
distance was defined for parent-child
relationships, but not a predetermined
placement about the circumference
of the parent (this model did not
implement markers for events). Once
arranged, the positions of all persons
would be exported as a data file for
further processing via JavaScript in
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fig. 91. Close up view of the model. This
shows the darker color for “deceased”
though in this instance it was a display test.

InDesign, ending with the creation of a
PDF for printing.
Since I had a broader vision for this
aspect of the thesis, I set aside working on a parser for incoming data or
importing my own family dataset and
instead used random data to test the
working of subsections within the
whole.
Data poses an interesting question in
the increasingly computerized field
of genealogy. At first data was stored
generically, as simple text in a word
processor or fields in a general purpose
database. As dedicated programs
became available, they developed
their own formats (usually binary
and therefore inaccessible outside the
creating application). The LDS being
at the forefront of much of the initial
computerization of the field proposed
a format called Genealogical Data
Communication, or GEDCOM, as the
model for data storage.137 With some
revision it became the dominant interchange format between programs. This
was not without difficulty. How it was
to be implemented was not always clear,
especially with data it was not originally
designed to organize, leading to conflicting interpretations and thus a real
possibility of data loss when moving
between programs. Its original encoding was ANSEL, used almost exclusively
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by the Library of Congress, an encoding
that itself has ambiguities in its specification and implementation.138 So we
may say that GEDCOM parsing is not
a task for the faint-hearted. An XML
version of GEDCOM was proposed
in 2001139 but never widely adopted in
the industry. Recently, a successor to
GEDCOM has been announced, which
incorporates things like Unicode encoding, easier parsing into more modern
formats like XML or JSON, and a process for extending the format for future
uses as they arise.140 Until this more
pliable format is adopted, the road
to genealogical application bliss will
likely remain paved with a multitude of
abandoned projects on Sourceforge.141
The gap between this somewhat archaic
format for genealogical data and any
kind of parser generally available has
been part of the stuggle over how
data is used in this thesis, and consequently how the thesis itself is used.
Computerization meant the end of
having to reenter information to many
a genealogist. It makes a certain amount
of sense for a program that is a visualization of such data to be able to import
the data directly. However, the only
people with this data are genealogists. It
is difficult to expect the project to have
any impact outside of the field, when
only those in the field have the data at
hand to make it work. Yet, it should

be for everyone because everyone
has a family. Genealogy is a field that
virtually depends on people taking an
interest in it, and the earlier done the
more successful the project can hope to
be.142 At this point in my process it was
not clear how it could be a project for
anyone but genealogists, an unsatisfying
scope to be reduced to.

FINALIZING THE SYSTEM

I took a fresh look at the system in
Spring of 2011. The way I placed
persons in relation to each other had
not produced a clearer display. For
spouses, the overlap that formed from
the edge of each person reaching to
the year of marriage of their spouse
did show the number of years married,
but the placement had been arbitrary,
dependent more on how other families
being shown were placed. Children had
no satisfactory placement in relation to
their parents. Instead of being connected (overlapped) at all they were
merely placed nearby. For families
with many children, and therefore
not enough space, this was more of a
problem. The individualness suggested
by placing persons apart from each
other almost called for lines to connect
them, as we already have in current
charts. It would be an easy solution
for identifying connections between
persons, but also (re-)introduce an
additional question of what the line and
the distance used meant.
If we look at how a tree grows there is
a section where the branch diverges
from the trunk and where the pattern
of their annual rings intersects. If the
branch is followed along, it becomes
independent. This is not a simple crosssection to be drawn out; no horizontal

slice will obtain it. The cross-section of
the branch lies in a different plane than
the main trunk. A line makes some
sense for how an actual tree grows in
direction, and separate circles show
that individuals have different crosssections in different planes, but the
unity of the tree, as one living being, sits
at odds here. The idea of overlapping
circles showing relationships in human families is
an idealized image of that
tree’s growth, as if we could
capture its progress all at
one point, in one plane, in
two dimensional space. And
so for a solution I looked
to how the circles could be
brought back together as a
unity.
Families are unique. Part
of this uniqueness can be
seen in the children a family
has. When exploring how
children could be arranged
in a consistent way that
would express some of this
uniqueness, I considered
how their representations
might overlap their parents
and produce a specific
shape. The markers showing
the actual birthdate of the
children in the life of the
mother, set at an angle as
detailed previously, I left in,
though without explicating

fig. 92 (above). The process of combining
individual graphs; data taken from the
second test family.
fig. 93 (below). Two plates produced for
comparison: an hourglass chart produced
in Legacy Charting Companion (top); a
revised print model (bottom). The information is the same, except the standard chart
does not show all the children of each
marriage.

the date with a textual label. From that
point radially to the outer edge of the
mother’s representation I centered the
child’s representation. Then the decade
rings that represented the same year
were joined together. The labels for
birth, marriage and death dates for the
parents were retained. First names for
children around the outside of their
circles were kept, as were
the full names of the parents,
so the last names which
came together to form the
family were displayed. Age
was shown in the center
circle for spouses but not
their children, so the main
persons of the pedigree were
distinguished. Fathers in
each family were separate
from the mother so as not
to confuse their spousal
relationship to the mother
with the relationship of
the mother to her children
(figure 92).
Using this system, I laid
out in InDesign a pedigree
of four generations which
included the children of the
immediate family at each
level showing a fuller and
more clearly unique family.
These were placed in loose
arrangement on a single
page (figure 93). This is the
design I brought and showed
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THE FINAL SYSTEM

With the difficulties of this revision in mind I brought the
design back together more tightly. To recap, the system is
worked out in two forms. There is the interactive part coded in
ActionScript where information can be entered, persons can
be examined, and views through the years can be surveyed.
From this, a particular year can be chosen and the information transferred to InDesign where a higher quality file can
be generated for printing purposes. The system is worked
out essentially the same way in both forms, though the print
version has a higher resolution.

fig. 94 (above). Family of Joseph Wilson and
Elizabeth O’Malley. All the members of this
family are living.
fig. 95 (below). Family of Edward O’Malley
and Hannah O’Brien. In this family, many of
the children died young.

to people at the 2011 RootsTech conference, where I also had the opportunity
to present it in context with my general
thesis idea.
The test data I used was what I call a
“fake but plausible” family. Genealogists
are sensitive143 about information
shown for living persons. The dates
selected for this test family could
describe a real family, e.g. where no
children are born before their parents,
parents marry when of age, etc. This
is not to say that the data treats the
system with kid gloves. When putting it
together I drew on some random dates,
but also made sure other situations,
irregularities I encounted in my own
research, were represented. There is a
case of twins, a mother who dies young,
a family with many children who die
young, a father who marries twice, a
family where everyone lives long lives.
There are trickier situations to account
for, but I figured these were a good
selection to start with.

The result brought some problems to
the fore. For families where all persons
were living, the joining of circles
worked out rather well (figure 94).
Where parents or children died young,
or where children outlived each other
or their parents, the succeeding rings of
growth overlapped the whole arrangement, making the idea of joined years
confused (figure 95). The non-overlap of
the spouses meant that the crucial, and
previously rather well-working, symbolism of spousal unity was not shown.
While the children who had a place in
the pedigree were shown in their parents’ family and as spouses in their own
family, the connection was not always
made. How family groups related to
each other remained uncertain.

First, spouses are shown with lives overlapped at the angle
of their marriage event, marked by the familiar interlocking
rings symbol (figure 96a). Since the same event exists in the
lives of both persons, the husband could be placed at an angle
off the wife just as easily as the other way around. For a pedigree, it makes sense that the husband is picked as the base for
understanding the date, and so interpreting the visualization,
as the family takes his surname. It could be the reverse; which
is chosen is neither particularly crucial nor contradictory. For
a descendant tree, the descendant in the direct line is picked,
which keeps the reading in line with the underlying logic.
The decade rings which represent the same years following
that marriage event are joined (figure 96b,c). If one spouse dies
before the other, the continuing rings of the (longer) living
person continue under the rings for the deceased (figure 96d),
which prevents the moïre problems of the previous model.
The outer rings showing their sex sit underneath the joined
system; enough of their edge can be seen and there they don’t
obscure anything unnecessarily. As with the marriage event,
markers for birth and death are in place, and also markers
for the birth of their children (figure 96e,f). These markers
are distinguished in type by their shapes, and no labels are
provided as the date can be determined from their location.144
The contrast of a straight line of text against the curves of
the concentric circles is eliminated, in addition to that of the
redundancy of the information.

A

B

C

D

E

fig. 96 (right). The process for joining
spouses. a. as separate; b. overlapped; c.
joining rings of the same year; d. “surviving” rings tuck under; e. duplicate markers
are cleared; f. child markers split between
spouses according to marriage date, and
suggest further family not yet depicted.

F
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B

A

A

B

C

D
fig. 97 (above). The process for adding
children. a. as separate; b. overlapped;
c. joining rings of the same year, the children’s generation sits above their parents;
d. adjusting text blocks.
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Next, the children are added. They are
placed with the edge of their representation at the point of their birth
indicated by the marker in the lives
of their parents, and extend outwards
at the angle specified (figure 97a,b).
The distance of the overlap shows the
number of years they shared with the
parent. The same considerations as for
their parents apply: decade rings which
represent the same years are joined if
they overlap (figure 97c), markers for
birth, marriage and death are in place,
and also markers for children if they
have their own. Their own marriages
are set up as their parents’ were. The
children sit at a generational level above
their parents. The rings which show
their sex are placed at the bottom of this
level, but above the generation below
them (figure 97d).
Labels for event dates have been
removed as redundant, but two other
types are kept. The age is placed at the
center, either age at death or age in
the present year if alive.145 For each
person in the family, names are shown
about the edge where it is clear that it
belongs to the person themselves, or
over the representation as a whole
which sometimes needs be done for
parents obscured by children. Each
spouse is identified with their first and
last name, and the children just by their
first names (unless they themselves are
shown married). Names curving with
the circle seem a better arrangement
than straight horizontal text. The curve
of a line of text implies its center point,
and so which circle it belongs to, even
when there are multiple overlaps present. Names help reflect the particularity
and uniqueness of this family; that it is
a work of art of this family, a portrait of
these persons.

Persons who are living have their rings
shown in shades of light green and
deceased persons likewise in light
brown (figure 98a ▶).146 The markers
for birth and death are black lines,
the markers for children a darker
green, and marriage remains two gold
interlocking rings. Where living and
deceased persons’ rings join, they are
split in coloration (figure 98b,c ▶).
In the previous model, children were
only placed around the mother and
rings representing the same year
were joined across generations. Here
they are split to the mother or father
depending on the date of their marriage,
e.g. for parents married on January
1st, all children in the half-year from
October to March would be on one side,
from April to September on the other
(◀ figure 96e). This allows the members
of the family better spacing overall,
and with generational layering helps
distinguish the children of the mother
from her spouse.147
This system of arranging parents and
children is generally good for the
readability and visibility of a family. The
presence of markers for children on
the children of such a family suggests
further information exists and could
be obtained. If more than two generations are shown at the same time, e.g. to
show grandparents or grandchildren,
additional persons can be arranged
according to the same method. Their
placement is technically precise, though
the visual result may be that some
persons become completely hidden.
Multiple marriages may also generate
these obscurities depending on when
the marriages took place and when
children were born. However, this is
consistent with the logic of the system.
Why it remains an acceptable solution
will presently be seen.

THE METAPHOR OF THE TREE

The tree in cross-section is the metaphor used in this system to understand
family. As with the common use of trees
in profile in genealogical charts, as we
have seen, this cross-sectional view
could have been done decoratively. The
rings showing years could be distressed
and distorted in response to supposed
environmental influences. The bark
might have all the roughness of “real”
tree bark. Cross-sections could be set as
individual items and be linked together
by realistic branches, perhaps adding
also a canopy of leaves to fill out the
shape. These kind of additions speak
again of sentiment, nostalgia. They are
genealogical chartjunk, entering in arbitrarily and commanding our attention
over the data of the family which is the
whole reason we entertain a tree at all.
Instead, the use of a cross-section here
is non-naturalistic, or better, while
keeping a clearly tree-like form, it is
idealized. It adopts only those aspects
of the tree that find an intersection with
the data of the family. Annual rings
are a way to measure time and they
provide a structure for the time of each
individual’s life to be measured on and
compared with. As trees grow with a
certain level of branching and are modified, formed, shaped in their growth by
environmental factors, so also families
manifest a similiar branching and their

C

fig. 98. When living and deceased
persons overlap (we reach a year
where one has passed away. This
example also shows a second
marriage. a (above). the persons;

b (right, center). overlapped on the angle
each wife has from the husband; c (far
right). rings joined but split in color to show
living and deceased (duplicate markers also
removed, as in fig. 96e,f).

overall “shape” can be significantly
altered by environmental factors.148
This shape is hidden in standard charts,
but in this model we see the relative
lengths of life as they move from
generation to generation.

a natural tree.151 This is an ideal tree
presented as an enduring, living unity,
where all the parts are joined. The interlocking and overlapping arrangment is
a unique, mini-portrait of the family.

Bark forms the outer layer of a tree. In
this model, it represents the sex of the
person, which is also how we encounter
persons in life, as men or women,
though at core each one is equally a
person. The figures adopt the colors
of life and death as natural trees carry,
and by using some proportions of the
Fibonacci sequence in its outer ring, a
reference to growth.
It draws on other metaphors as well.149
The notion of a clock as a way to
measure of time expands use of the
circumference of the tree to unfold
days through the year. The inclusion
of arcing text, the way the outer ring
acts as a waterline distinguishing figure
from ground,150 are cartographical
references. A map indeed of how a
family grows and is connected.
As a tree seen in cross-section, this view
of family is an internal view of persons
and their relationships. It is a view that
can’t be obtained by any single slice of

It is a fact that you cannot choose your
family. You are stuck with your ancestors and relatives. This pre-determined
character of families is reflected in the
model. While the family data remains
particular, how it is displayed is not left
to the user’s preference. The arrangement is determined by the relationships
of spouses to each other and of parents
to their children. Persons are not rearranged from their default placement to
make the whole display more tree-like.
Sentimentality over the decoration
takes a back seat.

NOSTALGIA REVISITED

That we are connected to ancestors is a
great source of nostalgia in genealogy,
and it is carried over in the decoration
we have heretofore adorned our charts
with. In this sense, it is worth exploring
whether it finds its way back into this
new type of display we propose as a
kind of antidote.
Genealogical nostalgia is a curious
thing. We might have affection towards
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A

fig. 99. Proposed dialogic entry of genealogical information into an
interactive model.
a, b (above, left & right). Entry begins with the person themselves.
Information includes name, sex, and birth-marriage-death dates.

B

C

D

E

c, d (right & top left ▶). As additional persons are entered those
immediately related to them are placed nearby.

Instead of forging this kind of emotional connection which is
a sort of illusion of familiarity, perhaps it is better to hold on
to our best estimation of their existence: the facts—tentative
though they may be—that are our evidential connection to
these historical persons. This basic data, of birth, marriage
and death events, is that which is most widely available for all
persons. It forms a non-nostalgic base that determines the
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fig. 99 (continued). d (above, left). re-examining a person in individual view shows a prose account of their information.
e (left). Entering a deceased parent; note the change in color of the
outer ring.
f (above, right). The entire family as seen in the general view. The
accumulation of person and relationship information gives this
family a certain shape.

the relatives we have met or have known in life, but what of
those we haven’t met? Is it true to say we are familiar with
our great-grandparents when we have never met them? How
much do genealogists (ostensibly being the ones who would
know the most about these unmet persons) really know about
persons past? Are we familiar with persons in our family tree
or is it better said that are we familiar with the data about
them?
If we are speaking of the “professional” genealogist, the one
with rigorous research methods, knowledge of persons is
pieced together from historical references and reasoned to
from their historical milieu. But for the hobbyist genealogist
(who is far more common), what is known about persons
can be little more than their name, sex, and if we can find a
few key records, their birth, marriage and death dates. What
they were truly like as persons may never be known. It’s quite
possible that if we did find out what some of our ancestors’
lives were like our nostalgia would evaporate rather quickly;
not everyone is a shining example of the potential of human
nature. And yet there is a certain nostalgia for these persons
we’ve never met, even for some who we really wouldn’t want to
live with. We understand that they are somehow responsible
for our being here today.

F

The program switches between two views: the individual where the information for a person is seen in detail
(◀ figure 99a-e), and the general where all the people in the
family tree are seen together as their arrangement is directed
by the dates of events in their life (figure 99f).

structure of the art and so helps free it from the vissisitudes of
sentimentality.
We could have a more detailed—and still factual—understanding of a family if we knew other kinds of data about
them. These are not included in the display for a number of
reasons. The purpose of the display is get a sense of the shape
of the family, one that is formed by the pattern of births,
marriages and deaths. Other pieces of information do not help
determine this structure. Some types of events, e.g. immigration, do not occur in every person’s life, so there is a question
of how these are to be compared and understood.
Finally, as events are symbolized by markers, a multiplicity of
events would expand the set of symbols, necessitating a key;
some events have no “natural” or accepted symbolism. Many
different types of markers would distract from the key events
that are determining the shape of the whole and begin to take
on the nature of decoration. It could be argued the markers
currently used are a bit arbitrary and should be conformed to
a more tree-like shape, e.g. as knots in the wood, but I think
the usability derived from their generally accepted meaning
balances their need to find a specifically botanical expression.

The long standing question of how to handle data152 finds it
resolution here. As mentioned, the final form which produces
the art has two parts: an interactive program and a script for
InDesign. The interactive component receives data about the
family by posing a dialog of questions (figure 99): about names,
sex, birth-marriage-death dates. As this is done for each
person, their representation is built, showing the connections
between the data and its display. As the designer behind My
Tree & Me has observed, whether from designing one’s own
charts or in simply filling them out, “Creating a family tree
is a profound experience, one that allows you to step out of
yourself and create a larger storyline.” (emphasis added) 153
A file is not imported, the data must be reentered dynamically.154 If one is a genealogist, then one must be engaged
with the process as the data is retyped. If one is not formally
a genealogist then getting the data for the visualization to
happen will require either a good knowledge of persons in
one’s own family, or else some research will have to be done,
which may include talking with other family members. The
non-professional is not excluded, but has the opportunity to
be drawn into the process.

In the individual view, the user can examine detailed information about a person (figure 99d) or edit it (◀ figure 99c,e).
People in the immediate family are placed nearby, parents and
siblings above, wife and children (and additional wives if other
marriages) below (figure 99d). Selecting any of these representations switches them to the main position and also switches
in and out their associated relatives (e.g. changing the view to
the husband from the wife would move out the wife’s parents
and bring in the husband’s).
In the general view it is possible to set the display to any year
in the combined timespan of the lives covered in the data, and
to move forward and back from there (figure 100 ▶). While
the printed version selects one time to display, the interactive
side allows the full range to be explored, to get a sense of how
the shape of this family moves, develops, grows through time.
This is a dynamic, interior view of the family, of a kind that a
regular chart is at pains to communicate. Any person can be
selected from this view for close examination in individual
view, and edited there.
Since we have had a certain bent up to now to question the
place of sentimentality and nostalgic elements, we could
pose the question: Is choosing a particular year as the one to
print a nostalgic decision that taints our efforts to let the data
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determine the result? The printed result
is a kind of portrait of a family. Like
photographic portraits these may be
taken at different times, but they are of
the same subject. The view we ultimately pick is perhaps one that appeals
to us for its visual shape or quality or
for the year it represents, but all the
views are equally valid. Any nostalgia
generated by the chosen image is purely
incidental.
Because the resulting form is true to the
data, which sort of data could describe
any family, it is free to be appreciated by
those who are not a part of this family.
If the family is their own, though,
there is extra insight or understanding
because they are familiar155 with the
particular persons. That people have
feelings about their families is not a
problem. What moves them to contemplate what their family is, as a unity
through time, should be the visual of
the family itself and not a pretty picture
of a tree set beside it.

DATA VISUALIZATION OR ART?

My main purpose in examining family
trees in this thesis has been to understand how their artistic aspirations
are realized; whether there is a way for
genealogical diagrams to be art without
surrendering to decoration. Decorative
methods tend to draw more attention
to themselves and not the family they
surround. Since a genealogical chart is
by nature a data visualization, focusing
on perfecting that aspect at first seemed
to be the way to bring the chart to
artistic maturity. Edward Tufte suggests that “[m]ore analytical graphics
should be viewed as fine art, for real not
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fig. 100. In the general view (center) the user
can magnify to see details more clearly (left),
or change the year shown to see details
chronologically (right).

ironically.”156 For Tufte, it is objectivity
and clarity in presentation that raises
analytical graphics above their purely
functional ends.
While my own diagrams employ the
tree metaphor for its visual impact and
suggestions of form, it is never allowed
to be for its own sake, as decoration, but
only if it communicates some information. The regular ordering of elements
generally produces a readable solution.
But while the overlapping of persons
has its logic, the practical inversibility of the project seemed to suffer
repeatedly through its development.
Genealogical information, as noted,157
grows exponentially, which introduces
inevitable crowding problems in regular
charts. This is commonly dealt with in
a number of ways, from hiding parts of
the dataset to introducing three dimensional arrangements. Circles are even
less efficient for addressing this issue.
The reaction I received from many
genealogists showed they had different
expectations for “a new kind of chart.”
They expected my displays to be as
quickly readable for research purposes
as their usual working charts. The
possibility of it being art remained a
secondary concern. The rampant filling
of charts with genealogical chartjunk at
the moment they make the leap shows
this view of art as having an ancillary
place is not uncommon.

These instances where the visualization
fails in fulfilling its analytic purpose
give reason for pause. If they remain
unresolved it doesn’t seem that this
data visualization can qualify, and yet,
some data visualizations claim to be art
despite their lack of readability.
What else might allow us to call data
visualization (or information visualization as a data visualization of a much
larger dataset) art? Fernanda Viégas
and Martin Wattenburg suggest158 that
“artistic visualizations are visualizations
of data done by artists with the intent of
making art.”159 However, it must retain
two qualities: first, “the artworks must
be based on actual data, rather than
the metaphors or surface appearance
of visualization,” and second, there is
a primacy to artistic intent over the
beauty of the piece, its “surface aesthetics.” They write: “[W]e do not contend
that beautiful scientific visualizations
are automatically artistic, or that
visualization art must be pretty.”160
In these respects my model for visualizing a family tree fits right in. Data
integrity is preserved, and by following
a regular scheme of organization, the
“shape” of a family comes forth, though
in some instances it may not be as
tree-like as we expect. With enough
generations, most of a display can even
become occluded. To get to them you
need to work your way back from the
present to the past just as genealogists
do. Obscurity is an unavoidable feature
of the genealogical landscape, one
that genealogists must come to terms
with, hopefully by bringing the obscure
to light.

Andrea Lau and Andrew Vander Moere
see a valid middle ground between
functional visualizations and highly
subjective “visualization art”. They
describe this information aesthetic
visualization as follows:
Information aesthetic visualization
techniques facilitate both intrinsic
insight into patterns and extrinsic
meaning underlying the data. Its
mapping techniques are generally
direct and accurate, similar to those in
information visualization, but stylistic
and artistic, as in visualization art.
This means that information aesthetic
works can exploit typical visualization
techniques for alternative purposes
than they were intended for. While
such approaches might map data
directly, it is not the primary intent of
the works to augment understanding of
the dataset. Its outcome might closely
resemble typical information visualization techniques, in an effort to increase
the credibility of the resulting visual
artefact, or to allow users to investigate
message-enforcing data patterns.
However, by including aesthetic aspects,
it reaches beyond simple data pattern
detection, often conveying a more
subjective, deeper meaning about what
the data, and therefore the visualization
itself, represents.161

Aesthetics here has a more specialized
connotation. Lau and Vander Moere
define it:
In this research, ‘aesthetics’ is used to
refer to the degree of artistic influence
on the visualization technique and the
amount of interpretative engagement
which it facilitates. This is in contrast
with ‘aesthetics’ as the visual appeal
and quality of visual artefacts, which

largely depends on human subjective
judgment.162

Data itself restricts the room art has
to work in. For my thesis, key facts of
birth-marriage-death, the bare minimum usually obtainable for each person
in a family tree, become the limiting
factor.163 The internal view that the
cross-section of a tree gives (and that
can be explored interactively) suggests
a deeper internal contemplation of
the family and its relationships. Data
brings us to its doorstep; art elevates
our seeing.
Jin Wan Park, whose genealogy visualizations take a path most parallel to
mine, considered his own work to be an
aesthetic information visualization over
a functional one. He refers to Andres
Gaviria to explain the distinction:
Although an objective distinction
between the two categories is unattainable — since no visualization is ever
entirely either one or the other — I
postulate a possible simplification: that
functional information visualizations
aim to convey a message or delineate
patterns hidden in the represented
data through metaphors that users can
quickly understand, while aesthetic
information visualizations are more
concerned with presenting a subjective
impression of a data set by eliciting
a visceral or emotive response from
the user. Thus, while the success of
a visualization system has traditionally been measured by the speed or
efficiency with which it communicates
its encoded data to the user (e.g.
measuring the visualization in the
context of knowledge transfer and/
or user performance), an aesthetic
visualization requires a different type

of investment and analysis, since its
purpose is something other than to
make information readily available to
the user.164

The “aesthetic” end of this continuum
that Gaviria lays out overlaps more with
the idea of “visualization art” of Lau
and Vander Moere. Gaviria goes on to
suggest that much “art” on this end is
better categorized as “genre art,” meaning the kinds of works the traditional
art world would acknowledge (and
pay for). Finely designed and crafted
decorative charts fit neatly here. “A different kind of investment and analysis”
remains true as a descriptor my work,
though less in an emotional sense and
more in an intellectual one.

OTHER ART CONSIDERATIONS

This project intersects with the art
world in a few other places that are
worth illuminating.
Minimalism is a movement that
formed as a reaction against Abstract
Expressionism and the arbitrary aesthetic of Dadaism.165 It is reductionist,
seeking ever greater simplicity of form.
The work of Tara Donovan has some
of the marks of minimalist art. Her
sculptural installations are formed from
the barest of materials; buttons, toothpicks, pencils, tarpaper (figure 101 ▶).
What is interesting in her work is how
she is able to bring out the “emergent
properties” of these simple objects.166
The materials are inanimate but the
result can be surprising even curiously
organic.
In my work, the primary form used is
the circle. Each person is represented
by a concentric series of circles, and
these simple graphs are combined to
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only to go back over the sources and the whole process again.
With this project that data entry bears fruit.

fig. 101. Works of the minimalist artist, Tara
Donovan: Colony, 2002 (pencils, left);
Moire, 1999 (adding machine paper, center);
Transplanted, 2001 (ripped and stacked
tarpaper, right).

allow the final form to emerge. In these
symbolic portraits of family, individual
representations overlap, reflecting the
social structures that form from the
intersection of their lives.
Another movement that bears great relevance for this project is Conceptualism.
Conceptualism is art that gives primacy
to the idea. It shares some of the
heritage of Minimalism as a reaction
against emotion in art, and also tends to
share its simple aesthetic as it works out
its ideas in visual form. A key artist in
this field is Sol LeWitt. He writes in his
Paragraphs on Conceptual Art:
In conceptual art the idea or concept is
the most important aspect of the work.
When an artist uses a conceptual form
of art, it means that all of the planning
and decisions are made beforehand
and the execution is a perfunctory
affair. The idea becomes a machine that
makes the art. This kind of art is not
theoretical or illustrative of theories;
it is intuitive, it is involved with all
types of mental processes and it is
purposeless.167

LeWitt employed the cube as a basic
form for working out his sculptural
ideas; similarly, the line in drawing.168
He set up systems for the execution
of his ideas, such that his own artistic
hand was not required as part of the
process to create them. He stated that:
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The system is the work of art, the visual
work of art is of the system. The visual
aspect can’t be understood without
understanding the system. It isn’t what
it looks like but what it is that is of basic
importance.169

I find many parallels between LeWitt’s
conceptual approach to art and my
approach to family trees. The appeal
to emotion made in the decoration of
genealogical charts is not unlike the
emotional and arbitrary approaches
to art that conceptualism positioned
itself against. I established a system
for how to display a family graphically
producing a unique shape based on
key dates in their history. It is an idea
that works well in theory; in practice
not every dataset displays “beautifully”
or with the tree-ness we might expect.
LeWitt admits in his Paragraphs that
“some ideas are logical in conception
and illogical perceptually.”170 He further
states that
[t]he work does not necessarily have
to be rejected if it does not look well.
Sometimes what is initially thought to
be awkward will eventually be visually
pleasing.171

Some of the systems that LeWitt set
out were composed as rather pedantic
descriptions172 of how to execute a
drawing, how to create a work. They
could then be produced by anyone who
had the requisite technical skill, and
this was not always that of another
artist, nor did it even necessarily
involve a high level of skill.173 LeWitt
held a more “democratic” view of
art.174 He stated in his Paragraphs that
conceptual art “is usually free from the

dependence on the skill of the artist as
a craftsman.”175 Andrea Miller-Keller
writes,
In embracing an idea-based art that
eliminates the artist’s hand as a defining
component of “drawings,” LeWitt has
cast aside the notion of singularity and
effectively disallowed the possibility of
an original.176

It is curiously similar to the use of a
program that contains the instructions
for how to produce a tree diagram and
is able to generate it. Any genealogist
(or any interested non-genealogist) is
able to enter their family information
and obtain a file for print. The data
entry, what we have heretofore wrestled
with avoiding, becomes the user’s contribution to the art. In this vein, Bernice
Rose makes the following comment on
LeWitt’s work:

The technical execution is left to the imaging capabilities of
the computer and printer, and not the scrapbooking sensibilities177 of the user. The use of technological tools should not be
viewed as invalidating. George Nakashima, whose woodworking skill has been mentioned,178 wrote of the role of tools in
the making of furniture:
For millennia, the working of wood was almost entirely a hand
operation. … The reality of the age, however, brings up the
question of machinery. As much as man controls the end product, there is no disadvantage in the use of modern machinery
and there is no need for embarassment. … In a creative craft, it
becomes a question of responsibility, whether it is man or the
machine that controls the work’s progress.179

We might view the computer as the machine executing total
control over the work, and yet, it doesn’t know about our families nor what to do with data we supply, unless we tell it.

The idea of the family as a living entity, spanning generations, even spanning life and death, is a concept that has been
expressed by the use of the tree in genealogical charts. Here
the metaphor of the tree again incarnates the idea, not as an
independent monument to nostalgia, but as an interior view
of the family, a cross-sectional portrait.
As the tree “grows,” as it is systematically constructed, we
begin to accumulate something visually unexpected, a form
that shows the unique shape of our family. The idea that
we are part of a larger unity, that our lives are connected, is
captured in the overlapping of circles. As much as we would
examine the annual rings of a tree and wonder what it was
to grow in a forest over tens or hundreds of years, so also in
encountering this form we are moved to contemplation. There
are no pretty pictures to distract us. When we see the tree, we
are seeing our living and present history.
It is an aesthetic information visualization that is based on
basic genealogical data, that of birth, marriage and death. Its
form remains true to the data, our best estimation of these
persons’ existence, and doesn’t supply the sentimental suggestions of events that never occured. We can decipher its simple
information as we would read a chart of the usual kind, but
its existence as art suggests that we have seen deeper, or if not,
that we should see deeper.

LeWitt’s art is in some way deeply
ritualistic. The physical process of
making the work, as well as its underlying conceptions, suggest this reading.
… LeWitt insists on an unemotional,
almost perfunctory, execution of his
work, and the tedium of the work process enforces almost automatic behavior
according to preordained rules. … The
purpose of ritual is to ensure that the
world works. Ritual has no connection with individual emotion; it is not
expressionistic, but is a formalized
cultural expression.177.5

For the genealogist, data is curiously
ritualistic: starting with a person, and
working backwards, digging through
sources to find records about them,
documenting all the references; and
from there, learning of other persons,

CONCLUSION

This art makes a statement in a more general way about
genealogical charts and our artistic leanings toward them.
It’s a reaction, a critique, to the pretenders to art, who celebrate decoration as the subject more than the family being
decorated.

I don’t suppose this kind of art is for everyone. It will not
replace the genealogist’s working charts. But it is an opportunity to reflect on how our lives are connected to others and
from that possibly to come away with a deeper understanding of human nature. Jin Wan Park I think captures this
point well:

fig. 102. Sol LeWitt, Structures (1965–2006);
Installation at the foot of the Brooklyn
Bridge, 2011. “Where’s the barbeque?” joked
one blue-collar passerby. “So this is what the
city wastes its money on…” another commented. Conceptual art is not for everyone.

The innumerable names that I encountered while visualizing
my origins gave me an opportunity to reflect on my existence.
The people whose names do not appear in this family tree…
have similar family-tree patterns in their ancestries. I believe
they will live more serious lives if they recognize this fact.180
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